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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This handbook was created for the sole purpose to help users to learn about versatile features of Bexel 

Manager through demonstrating a real workflow used on various projects in practice. To demonstrate 

the workflows while managing the BIM model in different stages, we have divided the document in 

three sections.  

So, the first part covers the process of managing the 3D BIM model. The focus is on the visual review 

of the model, the review of the properties that are linked to the elements, clash detection and creating 

custom breakdowns structures as well as quantity takeoffs. The second part covers creation of the 4D 

BIM model with importing a schedule or creating one in Bexel Manager. Also, a process of construction 

progress is shown. In this chapter we will also demonstrate the creation of a 5D BIM model, where we 

will create a classification or using existing classifications like Masterformat or UniFormat to link the 

cost items with the elements of the model. Using these processes, we are able to make a 4D/5D 

simulation of the model. The last part refers to facility maintenance and the phase when the building 

is being used. In this section we will delve into creating a register of documents that are needed in the 

process of facility maintenance and connecting the register with elements. Afterwards we will 

demonstrate how to add contracts, plans and plan events that are crucial for managing an asset.   

In this document we often refer to another document named Manual. The difference between these 

two documents is that in this document we are demonstrating workflows and describing how to use 

different tools to solve tasks that occur while working on a real BIM project. On the other hand, the 

Manual contains basic information about tools and where you can find them in Bexel Manager 

software. The exception to this is the chapter 2.1. Activation of the program, projects and versions in 

this document which is almost identical to the chapter 2.1. Program Activation and Projects in the 

Manual because it covers the activation of the software, projects and versions.  

The process of using a tool is demonstrated in simple steps marled by arrows and the names of tools 

are highlighted in light-green color. Please note, that in the Bexel User Area, you can download various 

sample projects in distinctive languages that are customized for users from different countries. For 

further information please visit our User Area section of our Website or contact us by mail on 

support@bexelmanager.com. Thank you for your trust and for choosing BEXEL Manager Suite.  

  

 

 

  

https://bexelmanager.com/manuals-and-tutorials/
https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Fweb%2F
https://bexelmanager.com/
mailto:support@bexelmanager.com
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2. 3D BIM MODEL 

 

2.1. ACTIVATION OF THE PROGRAM, PROJECTS AND VERSIONS 
 

2.1.1. PROGRAM ACTIVATION  
 

Open the program by double-clicking on the software icon on your desktop. An interface with empty 

viewport is opened if we do not have an active project. To open a new project in the program interface, 

we first need to activate a welcome window. To do this, click the X button located in the upper left 

corner. A welcome window opens with commands such as New, Projects and Versions, Open, Close 

Project, Save, Save As, Exchange and Quit.  

Picture 1: Overview of the welcome window and the interface 

Additional tip: In order to use Bexel Manager in another language (default is English), please choose 

the preferred language on the first screen of the installation wizard. Also, keep in mind that you can 

change the language of Bexel Manager at any time after the installation. To do that, please choose the 

'Properties' option from the context menu (right-click) of the Bexel Manager shortcut on the desktop 

and change the part after '/language:' with preferred language code. The full list of currently supported 

languages and their codes is available here: English → ENU, German → DEU, Spanish → ESP, French 

→ FRA, Russian → RUS.  

2.1.2.     PROJECT ACTIVATION 
 

→ Select the button New. → The 

Add New Project window opens, where we 

define the project name and version. → 

Click the Choose from Samples button and 

select the Sample Project file that comes 

with the program or click the Choose 

button for any other file. → Finish the 

procedure by clicking the OK button. 

Picture 2: The activation of a new project 

Welcome 
window  

Interface 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 
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2.1.3. FILE MERGING FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING A NEW PROJECT 
 

In the previous section we demonstrated how to activate a program and a project. While working on 

a project where you are dealing with a large number of partial models in an IFC file format, before a 

project is open in Bexel Manager, the files could be merged into central BIM federated model. This can 

be done with the Choose Multiple command within the Add new project window. For a better 

representation of the process, please follow the steps bellow.  

→ Select the button New. → The Add New Project window opens, where we define the project 

name and version. → Click the Choose Multiple button and select IFC files and press Open in the 

window. → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3: The activation of a new project with merging numerous IFC files 

Additional tip: Sample IFC models for testing functionalities described above could be found on Bexel 

User Area. 

 

2.1.4. OPENING A PROJECT WITH DRAG-DROP OPTION  
 

In the 2.1.2. and 2.1.3. sections we have described a process of creating a new project but a file can 

also be opened in BEXEL Manager software by using a drag-and-drop option. This option is used for a 

quick overview of the project. After activating the software, choose one or multiple BX3 or IFC files 

and click on them to drag and drop them to the interface or the welcome window. The software 

automatically creates an Untitled file, which has a date of the creation in the name of the file.  

Note: If you would like to track how the project evolves through different stages or share information 

with stakeholders and afterwards update the project, we advise you to create a new project using the 

command New Project as it was demonstrated in previous sections.   

  

  

1 

2 

3 

https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login
https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login
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2.1.5. CREATING, COPING AND DELETING NEW OR EXISTING VERSIONS 
 

Manage Projects and Versions window gives us an overview of all the projects we've processed in 

BEXEL Manager. When we create a new project, we create a project folder for the first time, in which 

all subsequent versions of the project we are creating are saved. Manage Projects and Versions 

window is activated by clicking the X button in the left corner of the screen, then selecting the Projects 

and Versions command. In Manage Projects and Versions window, the existing project folders and 

versions can be deleted, copied, updated and forwarded.  

Note: If you are using BEXEL Manager CDE Enterprise, the projects can also be found on your BEXEL 

Cloud premises.  

2.1.4.1. PROJECT VERSION COPYING 

→ Command Projects and Versions → Manage Projects and Versions window opens. → Select the 

project version you want to copy. → Click the Copy button. → Create a Copy window opens. → Name 

the new copy. → Finish the procedure by clicking the OK button. 

2.1.4.2. PROJECT VERSION DELETING  

→ Command Projects and Versions → Manage Projects and Versions window opens. → Select the 

project version you want to delete. → Click on the Delete button.  → Finish the procedure by 

clicking OK. 

Picture 4: Manage Project and Versions window 

 

2.1.6. PROJECT VERSION SAVING  

 

→ Select the Save command. 

 

  

1 

2 
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2.1.7. SAVING A NEW PROJECT VERSION  
 

→ Select the Save As command. → A new project version will be saved in the original project 

folder. 

Note: The newly created project version opens automatically. If you want to open the previous project 

version, click on the application button and choose Project and Versions. In Manage Projects and 

Versions window, the project folder contains all the versions of the project that are created.  

2.1.8. PROJECT UPDATE  
 

During its life cycle, the project is constantly changing, complementing and upgrading. Therefore, in 

the process of project developing and creating various analysis, we often update it by adding different 

submodules. In BEXEL Manager, we do this by closing all active files first. Then we activate the Projects 

and Versions window and select the version we want to update. When updating the model, we can 

use the BX3 or IFC format files. 

→ Select the Project and Versions command. → Manage Projects and Versions window opens. → 

Select any version that you want to update. → Click the Update button. → Define the name of the new 

version of the project. → Click on the Choose button to select the file to update the selected model. 

→ The Match Sources window opens. → In the Match to Source column, select New. → In the New 

Source Name window, define the name of the new model. → Finish the procedure by clicking the OK 

button.  

Note: Open the version you just created. In the program interface within the Manage tab activate the 

Sources command to see from how many sources your model consists. Please note, that the elements 

will be automatically divided in appropriate buildings on the basis of the information defined in the 

authoring software.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Warning: By deleting an element within the BIM model in BEXEL Manager software, the element 

cannot be restored by clicking on a command or using a certain tool but it can be restored through the 

process of updating the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5: The process of updating a model  
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2.1.9. EXPORT OF THE IFC FILE  
 

While working on a project, the models are shared, revised, updated, etc. Because the Bexel Manager 

supports the open BIM concept an IFC import and also an IFC export is possible. To export an IFC file, 

please follow the steps bellow.  

 → Select the Export to IFC command. → An Export to IFC window opens. → Select the version 

IFC 2X3 or IFC 4 version and Filter options. Afterwards click on the Export button. → A window Save As 

opens, where you define the location and the name of the IFC file.  → Finish the process by clicking on 

the Save button.  

Picture 6: The Export of the IFC file 

Additional tip: Another very useful tool is the Exchange command, which is used between the Bexel 

Manager users to exchange information in the BXF file format like for example, Selections sets, Custom 

Breakdowns, Clash Detections, Schedules, Cost Classifications and so on. To exchange a certain 

information, please follow the steps bellow.  

 

→ Select the Exchange command. → Choose Export command within the Exchange data with 

another Bexel Project window. → In the Selection Wizard window check the type information you want 

to exchange, for example Selection Sets. → Click on the Next button and choose a file or a selection 

set and press the Finish button. → In the Save As window define the name and the location of the BXF 

file.  

1 

2 
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Picture 7: The exchanging files using the Exchange tool 

Note: In the process above we described a process of exchanging an BXF. File but in the same way a 

IFC file can be shared. Please note, that the process of the import is very similar. In the Exchange data 

with another Bexel Project window just choose option Import and choose a proper file. 

Additional tip: In the BEXEL USER Area, you can find examples of Cost classification in the appropriate 

file format, which can be later on used for the Import option within the Exchange data with another 

Bexel project window.  

 

 

1 
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2.2. VISUAL REVIEW OF THE MODEL 
 

When a model is imported in the software we usually start with a visual review of the model. At this 

early stage of reviewing the model, we examine several things, like for example:  

1. How many sources does the model contain? 

2. How many categories, families and elements does the model contain? 

3. Are all the family’s names defined according the BIM Execution Plan? 

4. Are the elements modeled according to the definition of their family names? 

5. Are the elements located in the right level? 

6. An overall review of the model for the purpose of finding visual inaccuracies.  

7. Are elements modeled according the level of detail (LOD) stated in BIM Execution Plan (BEP)? 

8. Are materials modeled according the BEP? 

To answer questions stated above we use different tools in Bexel Manager. It is common that the 

findings are represented in a report for the purpose of an internal or external control of the model. 

The report is then sent to the author of the model, usually the designer.  

 

2.2.1. MANAGE  
 

The Manage tab is located in the upper left corner of the screen and contains many different tools that 

are used in several occasions during the review of the model.  

Picture 8: Overview of elements in the Manage tab 

For a quick overview of the model, activate the Project Information tool. A window Sample Project – 

VX opens, divided in three tabs: General Information, Statistics and Cost.  In the opened window under 

the tab Statistics you can see how many sources, elements, categories, families, buildings and levels 

our project contains. For more detailed information activation of several other tools will be needed.  

1 

2 
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EXAMPLE 1: How many sources does the model contain?  

When receiving a federated model, we usually check how many sources does the model contain. By 

reviewing that, we can see if all sources were imported properly. To examine this, please follow the 

steps bellow.  

Click on the Manage tab. → Click on the Sources icon. → A window Sources opens, where all the 

sources are listed.  

Within the Source window there are following information. The federated model consists from three 

different sub-models, where the model AR-Demo_Sample contains 6013 elements, the ME-

Demo_Sample contains 4072 elements and ST-Demo_Sample contains 970 elements.  

Picture 9: Overview of sources in the Manage tab 

 

Additional tip: In the lower left corner there is an option Hide Empty Sources. By unchecking this 

possibility, the sources that are empty will also be shown on the list. That kind of a source contains 0 

elements. We use this option to check if all the sources were imported properly and no elements were 

lost during the import and also for a better overall review of the sources that the model contains. 

 

EXAMPLE 2: How many different categories and elements does the model contain? 

The list of categories, families and elements is given under the tool Families within the Manage tab. In 

the activated window there is a list of category and number of elements that the category contains. 

Under each of the category on the list you can also find the names of the families which belong to a 

certain category and the number of elements that are included in each of those families.  

 

 

 

1 1 

2 

1 1 
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Picture 10: Overview of Families in the Manage tab 

Additional tip: This kind of information can also be found in the Building Explorer palette in the 

Elements tab. The only difference is that in this list are listed the categories and in the parentheses is 

given a number of families, so called groups that are a part of a certain category and not a number of 

elements. In the parentheses beside the family names listed underneath a category in the Element tab 

you can find an information how many elements does a family contain.  

Picture 11: Adding new property within the Families window  

Additional tip: Within the Families window a user can choose a certain family and add a new property 

or edit and delete an existing one. In order to do that, first choose a certain family from the list of 

families on the left side within the Families window and then click on the Property command on the 

right side of the window. In the drop-down menu choose one of options: New, Edit or Delete, 

depending of what you would like to do with a certain property of the chosen family.   

 

2 

1 

1 
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2.2.2. BUILDING EXPLORER  
 

After reviewing the basic information about the model, certain families will be analyzed in detail. For 

that matter we will activate the Building Explorer palette which can be found on the left side of the 

screen.  

EXAMPLE 3: Are all the families names defined according the BEP? 

The Building Explorer palette is divided in four tabs: Elements, Spatial Structure, Systems and Workset 

Structure. For the purpose of reviewing if the family names are defined according the BEP, we will 

activate the Elements tab. Here is a list of all categories and families that the model contains. To 

activate the list, please use the Expand All command that is found within the Elements tab. A name of 

the family usually contains information about the name of the company, discipline, category and 

element. In Sample Project under category Slabs a family AR-Floor_Finish_Carpet is listed. Where AR 

means that this is a part of architectural model, Floor defines the part of the construction and Finish 

carpet is the layer. Now we can compare the list of families and their names with the rules of naming 

families stated in BEP.  

On the left side is a picture of the Building 

Explorer palette. Additional information 

about the palette are represented below: 

- The name of the palette is Building 

Explorer and contains 4 different tabs: 

Elements, Spatial Structure, Systems and 

Workset Structure. On this picture the 

Elements tab is activated.   

- Underneath the name of the palette is 

a row with basic commands named from the 

left to the right side: Show all elements, 

Invert visibility, Lock all Elements, Unlock all 

Elements, Expand All, Collapse All and Filter.  

- For example, the name of the category 

is Beams, which contains 11 families.  

- Underneath a category the names of 

the families are listed. For example, a family 

is named AR-Curved_Beam1-AR-Curved 

Beam. In the parentheses is stated the 

number of elements in a selected family. In 

our example it is 1 element.  

- All the families within the category 

Beams are seen in the viewport. This 

information is given by the color of the yellow 

circle. If the circle is orange, then only some 

elements are seen in the viewport. If the 

circle is grey, the family is not active nor seen 

in viewport.  

Picture 12: The Building Explorer palette 
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Additional tip: The structure of the name of certain family is, like mentioned before, stated in BEP. We 

would like to check if all family names begin with the acronym of the discipline model AR, ST or ME. 

The naming convention can be reviewed in Bexel Manager in several ways, like for example with the 

Custom Breakdowns tool or API and it is usually used when dealing with larger models with numerous 

families. For further information about this topic, please review the chapter about this topic.   

Note: Some families within the Building Explorer cannot be selected and the circle that defines if the 

category is visible in the viewport is always empty, for example, Curtain Walls in the Sample Project. 

Curtain walls are an assembly, which consist from elements of Curtain Panels and Curtain Wall Mullions 

families. But they can be selected within the Properties palette in the Relations tab, where you can 

click on the Curtain Walls and isolate them in the viewport.  

 

EXAMPLE 4: Are all elements modeled according to the dimensions stated in the name of the family 

which they are part of? 

For the purpose of analyzing if all elements are modeled according to the dimensions in the name of 

the family, we will activate two palettes. The first one is Elements tab within the Building Explorer 

palette because of the list of all families the model contains and the second one is Properties tab within 

the Properties palette for the preview of the properties of selected elements. For visual representation 

of the elements we will activate the 3D View.   

Choose a certain family like ST-Concrete_Rectangular_Beam-ST-Rectangular_Beam-300x600mm in 

the Elements tab. → After selecting a family, with the right click in viewport activate a drop-down 

menu where you choose command Isolate with Dim. → In the next drop-down menu choose option 

Selected elements. → On the right side in the Properties palette all properties that the family contains 

are listed. → To check the dimensions, compare the dimensions given in the Properties palette under 

the Calculated Quantities with the dimensions stated in the name of the family.   

Note: Depending on how the model elements are created in the authoring tool, the required element 
properties, such as dimensions, can be found in different sections of the Property palette. In addition 
to Calculated Quantities, these sections can be Dimensions, Construction, etc.   
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As you can see by comparing the dimensions stated in the name of the family and in the Properties 

palette, the name corresponds to the dimension of selected elements. For a better visual 

representation of the process, review the pictures bellow.  

Picture 13: The comparison of the dimensions in the family name with the dimensions of elements  

Additional tip: The command Isolate with Dim is a part of contextual menu. For more information 

about this topic, please check the manual. 

 

EXAMPLE 5: An overall review of the model for the purpose of finding visual inaccuracies.  

For an overall review of the model for the purpose of finding visual inaccuracies we use the Building 

Explorer palette. As said before the palette consists from 4 different tabs. In order to execute a 

thorough review of the model we will use all four tabs and also the 3D View window with the 

combination of the Level Map palette and walking mode tool. The visual review can begin with the 

exterior with the help of Elements and Spatial Structure tab where we successively turn off and on 

selected elements or levels. By reviewing the exterior, we examine if the elements such as windows, 

doors, roofs and façade are modeled according the BEP. Moving on to interior we use the Walking 

mode tool, placed within the 3D View in the ribbon, where we examine if the stairs, railings, floors, 

ceilings, etc. are modeled appropriately from a human perspective.  The use of the Walking Mode tool 

is described below. 

Select a grounding area which in our case is a slab element. → Use the arrows on the keyboard for 

moving forward, right, left and backward. → For the rotation around your axis use the mouse pressing 

the left button.  

1 
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Using the Walking Mode tool, we can quickly find inaccuracies like this one on the picture bellow where 

the cable tray visually collides with the structural columns.   

Picture 14: The review of the model with the purpose of finding visual inaccuracies  

Note: For the activation of the walking mode tool we need to be on an element such as a slab. For 

more information about the tool, please check the manual.  

For a detailed review of different types of systems in the project, use the Systems or the Workset 

structure tab. The Systems tab divides elements in to individual systems, for example sewage, water 

supply, air conditioning, etc. The Workset Structure tab applies on the Workset structure defined in 

the Revit software, meanwhile the information about Systems refers to Systems Name attribute and 

as a concept exists in the Revit and the IFC file formats.  

 

2.2.3. 3D VIEW 
 

As we are now familiar with the Manage tab and the Building Explorer palette, we will move to 3D 

View, which enables the preview of a BIM model from various angles. The Bexel Manager program 

offers different types of views like for example, 3D View and 2D/3D Orthographic View. The views like 

3D Color Coded View, Orthographic Color Coded View and Schedule Viewer are activated when using 

tools like Custom Breakdown and Quantity Takeoffs or while creating a schedule simulation of the 4D 

BIM model.  The 3D View enables a preview of the model from different angels. To navigate in the 

viewport within the 3D View you can use tools like Navigation Regime, Selection Regime, Rotate mode, 

Fit to Bounds and the cube at the same time as using the Building Explorer or Level map palette.  

EXAMPLE 6: Are all elements in the appropriate level? 
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To review if all elements are in the appropriate level, we will need to activate the Spatial Structure tab 

within the Building Explorer palette, the Properties tab, Selection Info palette and the 3D View. The 

Spatial Structure tab contains the same commands that were represented in previous topic where we 

have talked about the Elements tab. It contains a structure of the building that corresponds to levels 

of the building in reality. To examine if elements are appropriately leveled, we will first turn of all 

elements in the Elements tab, and then progressively activate every single family within a certain level 

to analyze it in the 3D View and, if needed, in Properties tab, where we can also find information to 

which storey an element belongs to. By that we will also use Selection Info palette where you can 

select elements by defining the criteria for the selection. The Selection Info palette is located on the 

right side of the screen. If you select an element and then activate the Selection Info palette you can 

define the type of the additional information that is given within the window. For example, if we define 

in the drop-down menu Structure command Spatial, there will be displayed spatial information about 

the selected element. You can see that this element is in the first floor. If we chose Family in the 

Structure window, there will be displayed information about the family of the selected elements. 

Picture 15: The review of elements by levels  

On the picture above a process of visual examination of the model elements is represented. As you 

can see, while reviewing the model, we have found a wall that belongs to the first storey but in the 

Spatial Structure and Properties tab it is placed in the Entry level. Findings such as this should be stated 

in the report and sent to the model author. The same process can be used to examine if the elements 

are not only modeled in the right level but also in an appropriate way. That means that we review if a 

wall, column or a stairway is modeled so that it spreads through only one level. So, we examine the 

base constraints of elements. 

Note: Elements such as described in the process above and elements, which sometimes cannot be 

linked to one storey in the authoring tools, should be afterwards placed in the right level, which can 

be done in Bexel Manager with the Edit Spatial Structure tool. When we move selected elements to a 

different level in the Bexel Manager software, we do not move them physically but only change the 

information to which storey they belong. To place an element in a different level, please follow the 

steps bellow.  
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Click on the element in viewport. → Activate Manage tab and click on the command Move to a 

building/ Storey within the tab Edit Spatial Structure. → Choose the right level of the appropriate 

building and finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  

Note: Though the spatial structure can be edited in the Bexel Manager software by moving elements 

to different storey or even adding new storey to a building, it is highly recommended that the elements 

are moved to the appropriate level with the help of the BIM Authoring tool. 

Picture 16: The Edit Spatial Structure tool 

EXAMPLE 7: Are elements modeled according the level of detail (LOD) stated in BIM Execution Plan 

(BEP)? 

To answer this question the Building Explorer palette can be activated. Here we can successively 
activate different element categories. In the 3D View we can examine certain elements, like walls, 
columns, etc., to see if they are modeled according the level of detail stated in BEP, but at the same 
time referring to the document Level of Development (LOD) published by BIMForum. During the 
examination we use different tools like Navigation Regime, Selection Regime, Rotate and Zoom mode, 
Fit to Bounds. These tools are placed within the 3D View in the ribbon. At the same time, we also 
examine the Properties palette placed on the right side of the screen where you can find non-
geometrical data that selected elements contain. This is also crucial in the process of reviewing the 
level of detail of selected elements. As the project proceeds the level of detail progresses. 

 

2.2.4. LEVEL MAP 
 

During the navigation through the model a Level Map palette can also be very useful. It is located on 

the right side of the screen. In the row under the name of the palette there are two windows: buildings 

and Storeys. In the Buildings window we chose the building and in the Storeys window we can quickly 

navigate through different storeys. In the main window of the Level map palette there is a camera 

marked as a light-yellow circle. By moving it, we can quickly adjust the position of the camera in the 

viewport. Level map palette can also be used in the process of examining and identifying clashes in the 

model.  
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Note: The difference between the use of the Walking mode tool and Level map palette is that by using 

the Walking mode tool you can only move through doors meanwhile by using the Level map palette 

you can move through walls and doors in a certain level. 

Picture 17: The Level Map palette (1. Defining the Building window, 2. Defining the Level window, 3. 

Position of the camera)  

  

2.2.5. MATERIALS  
 

EXAMPLE 8: Are all materials modeled according the BEP and are the names of materials stated as in 

BEP? 

To analyze this type of information an activation of Building Explorer and Materials palette is needed. 

The Materials palette is placed on the right side of the screen and is activated while selecting an 

element in the viewport. This can be done in different ways. First, we select an element and then 

activate the Materials palette and click on the Use current selection command. Or we can first activate 

the Materials palette, then click on the command Select Elements within the Materials palette and 

afterwards click on the element in the viewport or Building explorer to select it. If you want to add 

elements to your selection just click on the arrow next to the command Select Elements and a 

command Add to selection will be displayed. Either way, by selecting an element certain information 

occur in the Materials palette, where we can analyze the materials of the elements. The materials of 

one element will be displayed as a list of materials for each of its layers. By that we have a preview of 

two things. The first one is if the name of the materials is defined according the BEP and the second 

one is if the layers of materials are appropriately defined. To activate the palette, follow the steps 

bellow.  

Select elements in viewport. → Activate the Materials palette and click on the command Use current 

selection. → Activate the Selection Info palette and choose in the Structure window the Materials 

option.  

Additional tip: During this process the Selection Info palette can also be used. In the Structure window 

choose the option Materials and the name of the family of the selected elements appears in the 

palette. This can be very useful while examining if the materials of layers the elements contain 

correspond to the name of the family.  
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Picture 18: The review of materials  

Note: This type of segregation is very useful for detailed BIM models, where the layers of walls, floors 

and ceilings where formed through the process of reassembling it in to parts or by exporting them to 

layers. Then the layers are grouped according the name of the material and then after the original type 

of the wall, floor or ceiling which the layers belong.   
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2.3. REVIEW OF THE DATABASE OF THE MODEL 
 

Regardless of whether we are dealing with an infrastructure or a high-rise project, 3D BIM model 

processing always begins with the import of the model into Bexel Manager and the visual reviewing 

presented in the previous sections. In addition to the graphical data, the BIM model contains extensive 

information database that is crucial for the subsequent stages of the BIM process. In this section, we 

will delve into the reviewing the properties contained by an individual element or group of elements 

of a BIM model. In general, we analyze the properties for various purposes:  

a) Starting with general overview of the 3D BIM model as part of the external or internal control 

of the 3D BIM model. To this end, we want to check whether the model is developed in 

accordance with BIM Execution Plan. This means that we analyze whether elements have all the 

properties specified in the BEP and in proper format. When doing so, we also check why certain 

elements that should have the selected property, do not have it. Either the property is 

misspelled or the content of the property is inappropriate. 

b) In order to extract quantities based on selected attribute, it is necessary that the attribute is 

correctly defined. We can extract quantities broken by the selected property (for example a 

material) directly from the BIM model. Based on these results, a tender for the contractors with 

an extensive and detailed visual representation directly from the BIM model could be prepared.  

c) Linking BIM model to the schedule, thus making a 4D BIM model. We first review whether the 

elements contain a property on the basis of which we can unambiguously connect the elements 

of the BIM model with the activities of the schedule. Elements that do not have the prescribed 

property will not be linked to the schedule activities and will not be represented by the 4D 

simulation. The type and content of these properties are usually already specified in BEP. 

d) Review the list of works. For this purpose, we review whether the elements have a property on 

the basis of which we can unambiguously link the items in the works list to the elements of the 

BIM model. The elements must also have correctly defined units of measure and price 

information. This is also the basis for making a quality 5D BIM model. The type and content of 

these attributes are usually already specified in BEP. 

As you can see, attribute verification is an extremely versatile topic that relates to several phases in 

the project lifecycle and is the basis for production of a quality and credible 4D, 5D and 6D BIM model. 

EXAMPLE 1: Verification of the property on the basis of which the elements are connected to the 

activities of the Schedule. 

In this example we will examine which elements contain values for the selected property, it is 

UniFormat in Sample Project. The property is important because it allows us to connect elements of 

the BIM model with the activities of the schedule and hereafter to the cost base. This information is 

provided in the BIM Execution Plan. In Bexel Manager, property review is performed in various ways: 

by using the Custom Breakdown tool or the API tool. First, we will outline a procedure for reviewing 

properties using the Cost Breakdown Structure. The used procedure is the same irrespective of the 

nature or content of the searched property and includes the following steps: 

STEP  1: Use the Properties palette to analyze which properties the elements contain. 

STEP  2: Create a Custom Breakdown based on the selected property. 

STEP  3: Create Selection Sets based on the selected property for the purpose of visual 

representation of elements that need to be remodeled. 

STEP  4: Export Selection Set in a BXF (Bexel Manager exchange file format) or BCF (BIM 

Collaboration Format) file format. 
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2.3.1. PROPERTIES ANALYSIS 
 

The Properties palette is located on the right side of the screen and populated based on the previously 

selected elements. Here is a list of all the attributes that selected elements contain. Attributes are 

divided into groups highlighted blue such as Analytical Properties, Constraints, Construction, 

Dimensions, General, etc. Attributes can be edited, copied, added new and exported in xlsx format. 

You can find more information on this topic in the BEXEL Manager user manual. Some of attributes on 

the list can be hid. The activation of all attributes in the Properties palette that selected elements 

contain, is defined bellow. 

VIEW ALL ATTRIBUTES IN THE PALETTE PROPERTIES 

Select the element. → Activate the Properties palette.→ Select the Property palette. → Choose the 

command Options and Filters. → Within the box Filter Properties by Groups we click on the button 

Check All. 

 

Note: With this we have determined that in the pallet Properties all attributes that are assigned to 

particular elements are displayed. 

 

Now that we have a complete overview of all properties that selected elements contain, we would also 

like to check which elements have a certain selected property like for example UniFormat which is 

crucial for linking the model with the schedule. For the visual representation of the elements that have 

the stated attribute, follow the steps bellow.  

 

QUICK OVERVIEW OF ELEMENTS THAT HAVE 

THE SELECTED ATTRIBUTE IN THE 

PROPERTIES PALETTE 

Select the element. → Select the Properties 

palette.→ Right click on the selected 

attribute.→ A property drop-down menu 

opens, where we select a command Select 

Elements with this Property. → Another menu 

opens where we choose option All.  

 

Note: With this, we have quickly selected 

elements in the interface that contain any 

value for the selected attribute, but we do not 

have a preview of what the attribute content 

is for each element. Based on the selected 

elements, we can make a Selection Set.             

Picture 19: Overview of elements that have the 

selected attribute in the Properties palette 

 

Additional tip: To add an attribute among favorites follow the process below.  

Select the element. → Select the Properties palette.→ Find the attribute in the list and click on it with 

right click.→ A menu opens, where we choose a command Add to Favorites. → Another menu opens 

where we choose option All. 
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Additional tip: To copy and paste an attribute follow the process below.  

Select elements which contain the property you want to copy. → In the Properties palette click on the 

property with the right click and in the drop-down menu chose the option Copy. → Afterwards select 

elements you want to add the copied property and click on the property with the right click and choose 

Paste command in the drop-down menu.   

Additional tip: Copy to Clipboard is a useful command, when you want to copy values of properties 

to a word or excel file format. To do this, follow the steps below.  

Click with the right click on the property you want to copy in the Properties palette. → In the drop-

down menu choose Copy to Clipboard command and then open an excel or word document, where 

you click with the right click to choose the Paste command.  

Additional tip: If you want to make a quick segregation based on a value of a certain property, please 

follow the process below.  

First select elements to activate the Properties palette. → Click on the property within the Properties 

palette with the right click. → In the drop-down menu choose View Values of Property command. → 

In the Property Values window first set the filter and then in the Values window define which values 

of the property should the elements contain. → Afterwards in the Selection section define if you want 

to make a New selection, Add to selection, Intersect or Subtract from selection and click on the Select 

button to finish the process. → Click with the right click in the viewport and in the contextual menu 

choose option Isolate and then Selected elements to get a preview of elements that contain a value 

for a certain property.  

 

 

Picture 20: Creating a selection based on values of a certain property 
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2.3.1.1    ADDING PROPERTY 

 

Adding new properties can be useful in many ways. For example, you can add a new attribute based 

on which you can link selected elements to the schedule or classification for the purpose of creating a 

4D or a 5D model. That is useful when you do not have information based on which attribute you have 

to link the model with the schedule or classification. In 6D model this is useful when adding new 

attribute to an apartment in a building, like for example a surname and name of the tenant. All added 

attributes can be exported in IFC format, so new information cannot get lost. For creating a new 

attribute and adding it to the category Spaces, please follow the steps bellow.  

In the Building Explorer palette select category Spaces. → Isolate the group in the Viewport. → Click 

on the arrow beside the Property within the Property palette. → A drop-down menu activates where 

you choose command New. → A window New Property opens. → In the Name section add a new 

name: Added Attribute 1. → In the Group section choose Text. → In the Property Type drop-down 

menu choose option Text. → Click on the button OK to finish the process.  

Note: Though the adding property can be done in the Bexel Manager software it is highly 

recommended that the properties are added to elements with the help of the BIM Authoring tool. 

Warning: Only the elements that were previously selected will have the created attribute.  

Picture 21: Adding a new Property process 

Additional tip: In this model of Sample Project, the following attribute Volume is not defined for some 

elements. This means that if you click on the selected element within the category Spaces, the property 

Area in the Properties palette in the section Dimensions will be displayed but the Volume property is 

not. To change that, we will edit the Volume Property.  

In the Building Explorer palette select category Spaces. → Isolate the group in the Viewport. → Click 

on the property Volume. → With the right click on the property Volume a drop-down menu displays 

where you choose command Edit. → A window Edit Property is open where you can see that 

underneath Constant Value or Expression in the Value window the value 0.000000 is defined. → Click 

on the button Fx. → In the Expression Editor define formula for calculating the Volume. → Click on 

Element and in the Property window properties will appear. → Double Click on Bounding Box Height, 

which appears in the upper window. → Click on the Operators button. → Double click on *. → Click 
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on Element button and then choose Bounding Box Length. → Click on Operators button again and 

double click on *. → Click on Element button and then double click on Bounding Box Width. 

 

2.3.2. PROPERTY CHECK WITH CUSTOM BREAKDOWNS TOOL 
 

In the chapter above, we have covered Step 1, where we have learned about the Properties palette, 

which provides a preview of properties and allows you to edit all attributes. In the second step, we will 

use the Custom Breakdown tool, where we will divide the BIM model according to the selected 

attribute, in our case UniFormat property. The Custom Breakdown structure gives us information on 

how many elements of the BIM model have the selected attribute and what is the value of it. The 

palette is located on the left side of the screen. To create a new Custom Breakdown structure, follow 

the steps below.  

CREATING A CUSTOM BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 

Click on the New button. → Choose option Blank Custom Breakdown. → In the Name section we enter 

a name. → In the Type section we choose option Buildings and bellow mark Building 01. → Click on 

the button Use Selection. → Click on the arrow beside the icon Add Breakdown Rule and then choose 

rule Group by Discrete Property. → A window Select Discrete Property opens where we choose 

attribute UniFormat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 22: Creating a Custom Breakdown structure based on a discrete property UniFormat 

Note: A Custom Breakdown structure can be created based on various criteria, among them are 

Discrete and Continuous Properties. The difference between these two is that a Discrete Property is a 

textual property unlike the Continuous property which is numerical or other type of property.  
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You can see the result on the picture on the 

right. The Custom Breakdown palette displays 

the breakdown structure just created, which 

gives us the following information:  

- this distribution includes 11055 model 

elements, which are divided into 66 groups.  

- Of which 316 building elements have no 

UniFormat attribute defined. 

- All other Uniformat attribute values are listed 

in the list. For example, 294 elements have the 

value of attribute UniFormat defined as 

A1010130. 

- Each group within the created breakdown can 

be turned off, so it is not visible in the viewport. 

- You can also select any group of elements and 

isolate it in the viewport with the purpose of 

reviewing the group which has the selected 

value of the attribute more precisely.  

- The created breakdown can be clearly seen in 

the 3D Color Coded View, where each group is 

colored in a different color.                                                                       

Picture 23: Created Custom Breakdown structure in 

the Custom Breakdown Palette  

CREATING A CUSTOM BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE USING A SUBSTRINGS OPTION  

The Substrings option is used within the Create Custom Breakdowns window when you want to create, 

for example, a real UniFormat structure because it enables the user to divide the structure based on 

first, second, third and etc. letter or number of the property name. Below is an example how to create 

a Custom Breakdown structure based on real UniFormat segregation.  

Click on the New button. → Choose option Blank Custom Breakdown. → In the Name section we enter 

a name. → In the Type section we choose option Buildings and bellow mark Building 01. → Click on 

the button Use Selection. → Click on the arrow beside the icon Add Breakdown Rule and then choose 

rule Group by Discrete Property. → A window Select Discrete Property opens where we choose 

attribute UniFormat and then check the box by the Substring option. → Define the Start Position, for 

example, 1 and the Length, for example 1. By that we have defined that the structure will be created 

based on the first letter. → Finish the process by clicking OK. → Repeat the process by first Adding 

New Rule and then choosing the Discrete Property option. → In the Select Discrete Property choose 

UniFormat property and check the box before the Substring option. → In the Start Position window 

define 2 and, in the Length, window insert 2. By that we have defined that the structure will be created 

based on the second letter as well as two next letters. → Afterwards add a new third rule, where you 

choose in the Select Discrete Property window only UniFormat property. → Finish the process by 

clicking on the OK button.  

 

With these two examples we have demonstrated how different Custom Breakdowns structures can be 

created based on one property.  
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Picture 24: Creating a Custom Breakdown structure based on a discrete property UniFormat using the 

Substring option 
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EXAMPLE 2: How can we further analyze elements that are listed in the Custom Breakdown among 

the elements with Undefined value? 

First, we have to isolate the group in the viewport, the process for this is stated below.  

Click on the group UniFormat=[Undefined Value] in the created Custom Breakdown. → Click in the 

viewport with the right click to activate a menu where you choose command Isolate and in the next 

drop-down menu choose option Selected Elements.  

Now we have isolated all 316 elements that do not have a defined value for UniFormat. When selecting 

the isolated group in the viewport and activating the palette Selection Info, you can see in the left side 

of the window that 316 elements are selected. Now turn on the Palette Properties to se the values of 

the Property UniFormat among the selected elements.  

Click on the UniFormat Property with left lick. →  Click on the attribute with the right click and choose 

in the drop-down menu command View Values of Property. → In the window Values the values for the 

chosen attribute are stated. → In the window Property Values (UniFormat) choose option Selected 

Elements in the Filter window. → In the Selection window choose option Subtract from selection.  

Now we can see in the Selection Info window that only 312 elements are highlighted yellow and the 

other 4 elements are not. If we look in the Properties palette, we can see that highlighted elements 

have the attribute UniFormat but do not have any value for it. In the next step we will click on the four 

elements that are not highlighted. If we look in the Properties palette, we can see that these 4 

elements do not have the attribute UniFormat at all.  

EXAMPLE 3: Where can we check if the selected attribute is written in model on various ways? 

Click on the selected group and open in viewport with the right click a menu where you choose the 

command Isolate and then Selected Elements. → Now only the isolated group which the attribute 

UniFormat has Undefined Value is distributed in the viewport. → We activate the palette Properties 

while the group is selected. → On the list of properties, we look for the attribute UniFormat or any 

other similar attribute that can be defined as UniFormat. → Click on the attribute with the right click 

and choose in the drop-down menu command View Values of Property. → In the window Property 

Values (UniFormat) choose option Filter Selected Elements. 

Note: In this way, we can quickly check why the elements for an UniFormat attribute have no specified 

value. In our case, this is because the attribute is spelled correctly but has no specified value. In 

practice, this way we can check if the same attribute is written in different ways. If the attribute 

UniFormat would be spelled differently, for example Uni_Format or Uni Format, that would clearly be 

seen in the Properties palette, assuming all elements are selected in viewport. Another way how we 

can review if the attribute is misspelled is to make a CBS structure. While making a new CBS structure 

a window Select Discrete Property opens and on the list within the window all the attributes are listed 

and by that also the ones that are misspelled.  

Warning: The correct spelling of the attribute name as well as attribute values (if textual) is extremely 

important. Make sure you write the attribute unambiguously in the original software tool. Any change 

in the use of punctuation marks such as an underscore, a dash, a dot, the use of numbers, and spaces 

in the attribute name format is detected by the program and in this case treated as two different 

attributes. 
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2.3.2.1. CREATING COLOR CUSTOM BREAKDOWNS VISIUALIZATION  

 

Picture 25: Created Custom Breakdown structure in the 3D Color Coded View  

While creating a new CBS within Create Custom Breakdown window, you can click on the command 

Set Color Coding Rule, (or within the window Edit Custom Breakdown while editing an existing CBS). 

→ Activate 3D Color Coded View button, which you can find within the View command.  

 

In this stage we have already represented where the attributes are listed and analyzed which elements 

have a certain attribute and in how many ways this attribute is stated in the database that accompanies 

the 3D BIM model. These results would be included in a report that would be sent to the model author 

(usually designer) with the purpose of improving the 3D BIM model whether we are dealing with an 

internal or external control of the model. So, for now we have covered Step 1 and 2 and now we will 

describe Step 3 which represents creating a Selection set based on a selected property that is 

commonly prepared in order to communicate BIM model deficiencies and facilitate the process of its 

correction.  

 

2.3.3. CREATING SELECTION SETS 
 

Tool Selection Sets is one of the most important tools in the program according to the fact, that a 

process of creating Selection Sets is used in every single stage of a BIM project. Selection Set is a user-

defined selection or a group of elements. There are two types of selection sets. First group represents 

regular selection sets, that we create by selecting elements manually in the viewport, or using some 

of the available pallets and then creating a selection set based on our selection. Creating a selection 

set in that way means that we have to manually select, and add to selection set, every new element 

that should be a part of this group every single time after the update of the model. Second group 

represents smart selection sets that are created in a way, that we set rules based on which elements 

are included in the selection set. That means that if we make an update of a model and new elements 

are added, they will automatically become part of the selection set assuming they correspond to the 

established rules. For additional information about this topic, you can check the Bexel Manager User 

Manual. 
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Selection sets are used in various ways: 

- In the process of creating a clash detection, where created selection sets that correspond to a 

clash matrix are the basis of the collision.  

- In the process of linking schedule with the BIM model, where a selection set can correspond 

to a task or a group of tasks in the Schedule. 

- In the process of creating a 5D BIM model, where a selection set of elements can correspond 

to a proposition in the classification. 

- In the process of creating a 6D BIM model, where a certain documentation is linked with a 

selection set with a purpose of setting up a document register for facility maintenance.  

 

EXAMPLE 4: Creating an ordinary selection set using the result of the custom breakdown created in 

the previous chapter. 

 

Now, we will demonstrate how to make an ordinary selection set manually, by using the results of the 

Custom Breakdown from the previous chapter. First, activate the Custom Breakdown window and the 

Custom Breakdown structure made based on the discrete property UniFormat. For further information 

please read the process below.   

Picture 26: Creating an ordinary selection set 
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Click on the group of elements UniFormat=[Undefined Value]. → Click with the right click in the 

viewport and choose the command Isolate in the drop-down menu. → In the next drop-down menu 

choose Selected elements command. → Activate the Selection Set palette, which you can find on the 

left side of the screen. → Click on the New Selection Set icon within the Selection Sets window. → A 

Create New Selection Set is activated. → Define the folder in which the selection will be saved. → 

Name the selection set. → Finish the procedure by clicking the OK button.  

Now we have created a group, so called selection set of elements that do not have a defined value for 

an UniFormat property. The selection set contains 316 elements and can be sent to the author of the 

model for the purpose of improving the model.  

After creating an ordinary selection set, the creation of a smart selection set with different types of 

rules will be represented here.   

EXAMPLE 2: Generating a smart selection set to create a group of elements which do not have a 

defined value for the UniFormat property or do not have an UniFormat property at all.  

Activate the Selection Set palette, which you can find on the left side of the screen. → Click on the 

New Selection Set icon. → Define the folder in which the selection set will be saved and name it. → 

Add description if needed. → Click on the New Rule button and choose option inclusive. → Within the 

Reference Objects window choose in the drop-down menu Type option Element Query. → Click on the 

Insert Query button and choose command Any of the following. → Click with the right click on the row 

with command Any of the following and in the drop-down menu choose option Insert Query. → In the 

next drop-down menu choose Property value. → Under Property name state the UniFormat property. 

→ Click again with the right click on the row Any of the following. → In the drop-down menu choose 

option Insert Query. → In the next drop-down menu choose Has Property. → Choose UniFormat in 

the Property Name window and press OK button. → Click with the right click on the Has Property 

UniFormat. → In the drop-down menu choose option Modify and then Negate. → Finish the process 

with the OK button.  

As you can see in the process mentioned above, we have created a smart selection set with rules that 

correspond to the rules of the Custom Breakdown we have made in the previous section. Therefore, it 

follows that a smart selection sets can also be used for the verification of the properties for selected 

elements. The rules are set so that with each successive rule, element selection is performed and in 

the end a selection of elements that corresponds to defined criteria is made. Setting the rules in detail: 

- The first rule was set to include all elements that will suit to either of the following criteria.   

- The second rule was set to include all elements which have the attribute UniFormat under 

Property name but the Value field is empty. 312 elements correspond to these criteria.  

- The third rule was set to also include all elements that do not have the UniFormat property. 4 

elements correspond to these criteria.  

- Finally, the created selection set contains all together 316 elements, which also correlates to 

results that we got by creating a custom breakdown in the previous section.  

The process of creating the selection set is visually represented in the picture on the next page and 

corresponds to the results of the created Custom Breakdown in the previous chapter. Creating 

Selection Sets with numerus rules regarding of the purpose always corresponds to the process 

described above.  

Note: Before we want to create a new smart selection set, we need to confirm that there are no 

selected elements in the model. In case there are selected elements in the viewport, by creating a new 

selection set, the selected elements will be automatically included in to new selection set. The program 

alerts us on that in the Create New Selection Set window in the Elements section under Include.   
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Picture 27: Creating a smart selection set with adding different rules in the Selection Set palette 
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Additional tip: With the installation of the Bexel Manager software a Sample Project is also 

downloaded. Within the Selection Sets palette there is a folder Smart Selection Sets – Examples. To 

enhance the knowledge about how to create smart selection sets, we encourage you to make 

examples of smart selection sets stated below. The number of elements a certain selection set that 

you have created contains, should be the same as in the folder Smart Selection Sets – Examples. 

1. Create a smart selection set that contains doors in the level 01.  

2. Create a smart selection set that contains all structural beams with the length greater than 5 

meters in the level 03.  

3. Create a smart selection set that contains walls with area greater than 6 square meters. 

4. Create a smart selection set that contains walls on level 2 higher than 2 meters. 
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2.3.4. EXPORTING SMART SELECTION SETS USING BCF MANAGER 
  

In the previous chapter we have created a smart selection set referring to an UniFormat property in 

this chapter we will export the selection set with the help of the BCF Manager tool. In case of an 

internal or external control of the model, the use of the BCF Manager is very powerful. It allows us to 

share different issues that occur in the project among participants regardless of the original software, 

assuming that the original programs support BCF Manager and the sharing model is derived from the 

same IFC file. For more information about the use of BCF Manager, please review the Clash Detection 

chapter. The BCF Manager is located on the right side of the screen in Bexel Manager ribbon. The 

process of an export of a selection set using BCF Manager is described below.  

Activate the BCF Manager palette. → Choose a certain selection set in the Selection Set palette. → 

Click on the selection set and drag it in to the BCF Manager palette. → The file will be displayed in the 

palette. → Click on the Export BCF File command and choose the folder where the file will be saved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 28: Exporting a selection set with BCF Manager 

Note: For adding additional information about the issues use the Edit Issue command. A window, 

where you can add comments and description if needed, will open. Also, you can add new issues and 

delete them if necessary. Some commands within the BCF Manager require from the user to be 

connected with the BIM Collab.  

Picture 29: Editing an issue while exporting a BXF file  

1 
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2.3.5. DATABASE ANALYSIS AND HANDLING THROUGH API 
 

In previous chapters we have demonstrated how a property check can be done by using a Custom 

Breakdowns tool. Further one we have created a smart selection set using the same criteria as for 

creating a custom breakdown. That means that we have created a selection set, where we were 

looking for elements that have the UniFormat property but do not have a defined value for it and 

elements that do not have the UniFormat property at all. Although the use of a Custom Breakdowns 

and Selection Sets tool is very useful in numerous ways, while dealing with colossal project with over  

1 000 000 elements and over 20 000 tasks a use of API (application programming interface) is 

recommended. In this chapter we will delve into the use of add-ins for Bexel Manager, created through 

their open API. It allows developers as well as advanced users to access systems and functionalities of 

Bexel Manager on a code level using C# programming language. It can be used for adding new features 

or functionalities, customizing or extending existing features, to automatize repetitive time-consuming 

tasks, etc. Should you want to find out more about how to start with the creation of a new add-in for 

Bexel Manager, please visit our website. Once an add-in is created (e.g. using Visual Studio or any other 

C# IDE), a button for add-in should be presented in the top tool-strip (Ribbon). This chapter will 

introduce the function of two add-ins, which were created for the purpose of executing various tasks 

for different clients. Currently, these two add-ins are not a part of our public version of the software 

but they are used here to demonstrate the versatile use of functionalities that API exposes. The first 

one allows us to create rules for smart Selection Sets in the Excel software and afterward by using the 

add-in, a large number of smart selection sets were created automatically in Bexel Manager. The 

second one is a simple model checker that allows us to review which elements have a certain property. 

EXAMPLE 1: With the use of the add-in we will create a selection set in Excel for the purpose of finding 

the elements that have an UniFormat property but do not have a defined value for it and elements 

that do not have the property at all. 

Assuming the add-in is created and properly incorporated in Bexel Manager, the second step would be 

to define rules in excel table. The add-in that we use for this example requires a certain form of an 

excel table. On the picture bellow the template is demonstrated.  

 

Picture 30: The preview of the template of the excel sheet 

To set proper criteria, and by that we mean element query, for creating a selection set in Bexel 

Manager, certain rules have to be followed. This set of rules can be find in another excel file that can 

be exported directly from Bexel Manager and is referring to Regular Expressions. To export this Excel 

file, please follow the steps bellow.  

Defines folder structure of selection sets 

Name of the selection set Element Query 
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Activate the Cost Editor tab located in the left lower corner of the screen. → In the drop-down menu 

choose UniFormat or Masterformat classification. → Click on the Export command and decide where 

the file will be saved. → Click on the Save button to finish the process.  

Picture 31: The process of exporting the file with rules for creating element query 

After the file has been saved, please open the file and activate the Help sheet. In the last tabulate there 

are Query Examples and stated rules for determining the element query. Defining rules in this process 

is similar to defining rules in the process of creating smart selection sets within the Selection Set 

palette. For better representation of the process follow the example bellow.  

Please open the excel file. → In the column Folder define in which folder the created new smart 

selection will be placed, for example Smart selection sets – Examples 2. → Under the Name column 

enter the name of selection set, in our case Test 01 – Creating selection sets in Excel.  → Under the 

Query column define the rules for creating a new selection set. In our case the rule would be 

(['UniFormat'] = '') or !(~['UniFormat']).→ Click on the Selection Sets tab in the left corner of the Bexel 

Manager screen. → Click on the Import Selection Set command. → A window opens where you choose 

the right excel file and finish the process of import by clicking on the Open button. → Now activate the 

Selection sets palette. → Open the Test 01 – Creating selection sets in Excel folder. → With the right 

click in the viewport activate the Contextual menu and choose command Isolate. → In the next drop-

down menu choose option Selected elements. → Now you have a preview of elements that are a part 

of the selection set we have just created. 

 

Additional tip: Predefined Cost databases localized for different regions and languages could be found 

on Bexel User Area. 
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https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login
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Picture 32: The process of creating a smart selection set using an add-in 

Note: The expression (['UniFormat'] = '') or !(~['UniFormat']) is assembled form two parts. The first part 

of expression (['UniFormat'] = '') defines that we are looking for elements that have an UniFormat 

property but do not have a value for it. The second part of the expression !(~['UniFormat'])  defines a 

search of the elements that do not have the UniFormat property at all. The same method for defining 

the rules for smart selection sets stated above is used for defining element query while creating Cost 

Items for a 5D model.  

In the second example we will introduce an add-in, that can be used for a property check when dealing 

with a model that contains a larger number of elements.  

EXAMPLE 2: How can we use an add-in to check if the elements contain a certain property?  

In Sample project we will execute the check for the UniFormat property. An add-in like this can be 

created in Visual Studio or other C# IDE, and with the help of API, incorporated into Bexel Manager. 

So, for this example we will open the Visual Studio, where, in an already existing add-in, we will define 

three rules: 

- If the element has an UniFormat property and the value for it, then a comment PASS will be 

displayed.  

- If the element has an UniFormat property but does not have a value for it, then the comment 

WARNING will be displayed.  

- If the element does not have an UniFormat property, then comment FAILED will be displayed. 

Once the add-in created, we need to add .dll and .manifest files of the add-in to folder defined in the 

getting started guide. In order to load add-in into Bexel Manager, we need to restart the software, if it 

is still running. For a better representation of the process, please follow the steps bellow.   

1 

2 

4 
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Activate the Add-ins tab in Bexel Manager and click on the Model Checker – Sample. → By clicking on 

it a window Model Checker opens with the list of all properties that will be checked. → Then click on 

the Run button and a review will proceed. → The results will be displayed like selection set in the 

Selection Sets palette. By opening Uniformat Classification exists folder, 3 selection sets will be 

displayed and there are: Failed, Passed and Warning.  

Picture 33: The property check using an add-in 

results.Add(element.Properties.GetPropertyByName("UniFormat") != null ? 

(element.Properties.GetPropertyByName("UniFormat").Value.ToString()==string.Emp
ty ? new ModelCheckResult(element, ResultType.Warning) : new 
ModelCheckResult(element, ResultType.Passed)) : new ModelCheckResult(element, 
ResultType.Failed)); 

1 1 

2 3 
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When we click on every single selection set and activate the Property tab, we can see further results. 

The Failed selection set is represented on the picture below and contains 4 elements that do not have 

an UniFormat property. This can be found under the Text properties in the Properties palette where 

the property UniFormat is not listed. The Passed selection set contains elements that have an 

UniFormat property and a defined value for it. The Warning selection set contains elements that have 

an UniFormat property but do not have a defined value for it.  

Picture 34: Analyzing the results of property check with the add-in  

If we analyze these results, we can see that the same result occurs by creating a custom breakdown or 

a smart selection set and also using an add-in with the help of API. Finding certain results can be done 

in various ways, which way will be used depends on a project and the purpose of the analysis.  

  

1 
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2.4. CLASH DETECTION 
 

Clash Detection is a software module that allows clash analysis between the individual elements of the 

model. The most common and most serious clashes are the ones between structural elements and 

MEP elements, or within MEP systems. Clash detection is extremely important in all project phases, in 

order to execute the project without many problems in quality, delays or additional costs. For example, 

possible clashes between structural elements and installation systems or between elements of 

individual installation systems, etc.  

The Clash Detection palette is located at the bottom of the screen. In this case, Job presents a clash 

analysis between the individual model elements, which lists all the clashes that occur among the 

elements of the groups we have selected. 

There are several types of model check for different stakeholders and stages of project, like for 

example: 

1. How to import clash detection matrix and rules to prepare model for appropriate clash 

detection check?  

2. Are there any duplicates in the model because of the use of different authoring software or 

sources? 

3. How to simplify clash detection list with large number of clashes? 

4. How to locate clash on floor plan and detect collision density on current floor?  

5. How many main conflicts are in clash detection job? 

6. Are there any problems in next period that can stop or delay on-site works? 

Also, after model checking, there are examples of reporting and sharing information between 

stakeholders on project: 

1. Exporting Clash analysis report in HTML and pdf file format 

2. Reporting issues using Power BI 

3. Sharing issues, collisions with other stakeholders using BCF Manager 

To answer these questions stated above we will go through several analysis using clash detection 

module. Examples will cover different clash types (Hard/Soft). More about clash types you can find in 

BEXEL Manager Manual. 

 

2.4.1. CLASH DETECTION RULES 
 

The main inputs for Clash detection, according to BEP, are Clash matrix and Clash detection rules. For 

each category in Clash matrix all disciplines shall develop rules for clashing groups, defining type of 

clash and set exact distances for soft clashes (clearance tolerance). 

 EXAMPLE 1: How to import clash detection matrix and rules and prepare model for appropriate clash 

detection check? 

CREATING CLASH DETECTION RULES  

In excel spreadsheet intersect different disciplines and its categories, and set rules for each category 

(hard, soft-clearance, non-applicable)  
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Picture 35: Example of Clash matrix table 

CREATE GROUPS FOR CLASH DETECTION JOB  

Next, we should prepare clash detection groups previously defined in excel spreadsheet. Depending 

of project/model status, there are two scenarios. In first one, we have model with elements correctly 

distributed into worksets and categories, so we can create Smart selection sets referring to element 

attributes, or, we can manually select elements and create proper selection sets.  

Note: Before Clash detection process, review model and send issues to designers. For model review 

please Refer to chapter 2.2. VISUAL REVIEW OF THE MODEL and 2.3 REVIEW OF DATABASE OF THE 

MODEL. 

  

CREATING A SMART SELECTION SET 

We will go through Smart selection set creation for element group Structural walls: ST-Wall. We will 

include all structural elements and intersect them with category walls: 

Activate the Selection Set palette, which you can find on the left side of the screen. → Click on the 

New Selection Set icon. → Define the folder in which the selection set will be saved and name it. → 

Add description if needed. → Click on the New Rule button and choose option inclusive. → Within the 

Reference Objects window choose in the drop-down menu Type option Element Query. → In the Insert 

Query window choose in the drop-down menu Property Value. → Define Property Name a Workset 

Name, Property Type Text, Operator Begins with and in Blank box write ST- → Click OK button → Click 

on the New Rule button and choose option intersect. → Within the Reference Objects window choose 

in the drop-down menu Type option Categories. → Choose category Walls. → Finish the procedure by 

clicking on OK button.  
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Picture 36: Process of creating a smart selection 

IMPORT CLASH DERECTION RULES 

Importing matrix and rules we will make through Clash detection job, by selecting on left side Selection 

set of one element group (ST – Wall), and, on the right side, all Selection sets that have same clash 

value within one category (for example HVAC –Ducts/Acce/Fitting & Pipes&fittings) in Clash detection 

matrix. 

 

Picture 37: Intersecting disciplines within Clash matrix for Clash detection job creation 
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RUN CLASH DETECTION  

Select the Clash Detection tab. → Click on the Run Clash Detection button. → Define the name of the 

clash in the Job Name window. → Select the group of elements on the left side of the window. → 

Select the group of elements on the right side of the window. → Determine the type of clash, e.g. Clash 

Type: Clearance. → Define the Tolerance. → Click on the Run button. → When the analysis is complete, 

the Analysis Complete window and the clash number that the program detected in the model will 

appear. → Analysis is displayed on the Clash Detection list. → Click on the Overview button to see 

clash report. 

 

Picture 38: The process of creating Clash detection job, clash type: Clearance  

2.4.2. CLASH DETECTION IN VARIOUS WAYS 
 

2.4.2.1. DUPLICATES 

 

Duplicate (Bounds) is a type of clash where we check whether the project has duplicated model 

elements. This usually occurs when different sub-models are combined in the software environment 

in which the project was originally built. 

EXAMPLE 2: Are there any duplicates that came from authoring software or different sources? 

Select the Clash Detection tab. → Click on the Run Clash Detection button. → Define the name of the 

clash in the Job Name window (e.g. Duplicates - AR-Floors). → Select the group of elements on the left 

side of the window (e.g. AR-Floors). → Select the same group of elements on the right side of the 

window. → Determine the type of clash, Clash Type: Duplicate. → Disable ‘Exclude Clashes within 

Group’. → Click on the Run button. 
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Picture 39: The process of creating Clash detection job, clash type: Duplicate  

When analysis is complete click OK, and clash result will appear in Clash detection list. 

 

Picture 40: Clash detection analysis completion notice  

Now you can overview clash detection results, and send to designers duplicate elements to eliminate 

them. There are two options: 

OPTION 1: Select clashes on Clash detection list. → Right click on selection. → Click on Selected 

elements. →In dropdown list choose option Left or Right. →Click on Selection tab on the upper part 

of the screen. → Click on Copy Source IDs button.  

 

Picture 41: The process of selecting elements from clash detection list  
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Now we can paste Source IDs and send elements that need to be deleted from authoring software to 

designers. 

 

Picture 42: Source IDs of selected elements 

OPTION 2: We can send information about element duplicates through BIM Collab using BCF 

Manager. More about this topic we will show on BCF MANAGER. 

 

2.4.2.2. CLASH DETECTION GROUPS  
 

In practice, it often happens that individual clashes are interconnected, because they arise from the 

same problem or are resolved in the same way. Such clashes can be combined into one group of 

clashes.  

EXAMPLE 3: How to simplify clash detection list with large number of clashes? 

In this example we will go through clash detection list running Clash detection job between groups 

Structural framing VS Architectural walls. 

Select the Clash Detection tab. → Click on the Run Clash Detection button. → Define the name of the 

clash in the Job Name window. → Select the group of elements on the left side of the window (e.g. AR-

Walls). → Select the group of elements on the right side of the window (e.g. ST-Framing). → Determine 

the type of clash, Clash Type: Hard. → Click on the Run button. 

For better overview of clash results, first we will enable Clash view mode option next to Run clash 

detection button. Clicking on one of clash detection result, in viewport screen we are able to visualize 

the collision. 

Note: We can edit Clash view mode viewport by clicking on Options on the right side of clash detection 

tab. →  Clash Options (Bounding box option, Color of clashing elements, camera distance, visualization 

of other elements etc.). More information about this topic you can find in BEXEL Manager Manual.  
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Picture 43: Overview of clash results within Clash view mode 

Next step is to simplify this list by merging specific clashes into groups.  

Right click on one clash result. → Select elements. → All. → Enable option Filter selected elements. → 

Select filtered clashes in clash detection list. → Right click. → Choose Group option in dropdown list. 

→ Name Clash group. → Disable option Filter selected elements.  

 
Picture 44: Overview of one clash detection group 

Now repeat this process for entire clash detection list.  

Warning: When option ‘Filter selected elements’ is active, and in clashing list you notice two or more 

groups, you are not available to see all clashes which belong to groups. If you want to merge groups, 

disable option ‘Filter selected elements’. → Select clashes from one group. → Drag and drop 

selected clashes into other group. → If needed, rename group with added clashes.  
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The other way of creating groups is directly from viewport: 

Select all clashes within clash list. → Isolate selected elements in viewport screen. → In viewport 

screen select group of elements that you may consider to be one clash problem. → Check option Filter 

selected elements. → Select isolated clashes from clash list. → Right click. →Choose Group option in 

dropdown list. → Name Clash group. → Disable option Filter selected elements. 

 

2.4.2.3. CLASH DETECTION GENERAL INFORMATION, VIEWPOINT AND 

DOCUMENTATION 
 

Choose the desired collision from the list. → Click on the Clash View Mode button. → Select the last 

option from the drop-down menu on the right side of the screen: General Information, Linked 

Documents and Viewpoint. → Click on the Create button. 

 
Picture 45: Clash detection list with created viewpoint for the clash detection group 

Note: Viewpoint does not appear when we select a large number of clashes. When we select one clash, 

the Viewpoint activates.  

If you want to change viewpoint for current clash, simply select clash, adjust view in viewport screen, 

and click Update button on Viewpoint palette. 

In General Information we can notice all information from clash detection list, and additional field for 

adding comment for selected clash. Comment from field in General information will appear in clash 

row Comments. 

 
Picture 46: Clash detection list with added comment on clash detection group 
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Also, you can add documents on one clash or multiple selection of clashes from list choosing Linked 

Documents from dropdown list:  

Select clashes. → Go to Link Documents. → Right click on Project. → Choose New Document in 

dropdown menu. → Choose type of document (file/web). 

 

Picture 47: Linking documents to clash detection results 

Result is an organized overview of Clash detection job with comments and adjusted views ready to 

be sent to designers to eliminate collisions. 

Additional tip: Users of BEXEL CDE Enterprise platform can link documents, which are located on 

their BEXEL Cloud premises.  

 

2.4.2.4. CLASH ANALYSIS IN LEVEL MAP PALETTE 
 

We will explain Level map palette and clash filtration through next example: 

EXAMPLE 4: How to locate clash on floor plan and detect collision density on current floor?  

In clash detection list, we have information about level for each element, but if we want to know exact 

floor plan position in project, we should activate level map tab. 

Enable Clash View mode. → Activate Level Map card on right side of the screen. → Activate the Level 

Map Options command. → Set Clash Options, Level map options etc. → Double click on clash in clash 

list. → Cursor on Level map will show position and floor plan of clash by marking selected clash in red 

rectangle.  
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Picture 48: Activation and setting Level Map for Clash Detection  

 

2.4.2.5. CLASH DISTRIBUTION AND FILTRATION 
 

Now that we have completed settings within Level map options, we would also like to overview 

collisions and its density within one level. 

On ‘…’ dropdown list select Filter job. As you can see, you are able to filter clash detection list by various 

criteria – Storey, Category, Family. For this example, we will select Storey 1: 01 – Entry level. By 

selecting all clashes in one clash job, you are able to detect collision density on Level map on each level.  

 

Picture 49: Overview collisions and its density within one level in Level Map palette 
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Note: If filter option is enabled, the appropriate column in clash detection list will have symbol ‘*’ next 

to column name. 

 

2.4.2.6. CLASH DETECTION STATUS AND UPDATE 
 

After organizing clash detection list, we can also note to designers about priority of resolving clashes 

by defining clash detection status. In next example we will show how to change status and what 

happens after updating clash detection job. 

EXAMPLE 5: How many main conflicts are in clash detection job? 

We will demonstrate resolving this example on Clash detection job between Structural columns and 

HVAC Ducts, Accessories and fittings.  

  

Picture 50: Changing clash detection status 

Analyzing clashes from clash detection list we can define priorities of clash, is it high, medium, low or 

not clash. To isolate only main clashes, filter clash detection list by status criteria (High) and send report 

to designers.  

Additional tip: Distance is important parameter for defining clash detection status. Elements that have 

small negative clashing distance, are easily solved on construction site, so they can be determined as 

minor clashes. Considering this, we can sort clash list by distance criteria column and find main issues 

in current clash job. 

Additional tip: Certain tolerances allow minor overlaps that are not important. If you want, at the start 

of clash detection process exclude minor clashes, add tolerance e.g. 0.05m before running clash 

detection in Clash detection job, and all clashes that are equal or less than 0.05m will not appear in 

clash detection list. This only applies for type Hard clashes. 

Update Clash detection simply by clicking Update next to Clash View Mode button. 

Clash status after running clash detection job for the first time is New. After updating Clash detection, 

all previously New clashes will automatically change status to Active/Solved. Only collisions with new 

elements will have status New.  
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2.4.2.7. CLASH DETECTION FOR SELECTION ONLY 
 

In practice, sometimes there is a need to run clash detection for quick check, maybe without previously 

defined rules. For that purpose, we can simply select elements from Building explorer palette, 

Viewport screen or, displayed in next example, from Schedule Animation tab. 

EXAMPLE 6: Are there any problems in next period that can stop or delay on-site works? 

Go to Schedule Editor tab. →Select Active schedule. →Go to Schedule Animation palette. →Activate 

Schedule viewer. → Click Update Animation. → Click on Options. → Set Interval Monthly. → From 

calendar choose month which you want to control. → On task list you can see activities planned for 

that month. → Select activities you want to intersect/check in clash detection job. → Right click. → 

Select elements: Active. →Activate 3D view. → Go to Clash detection tab. → Run clash detection. → 

Select Current selection on left and right side of the window. → Define Clash type, Tolerance. → 

Disable ‘Exclude Clashes within Group’. → Click on the Run button. 

 

Picture 51: The process of creating Clash detection job for selection only, clash type: Hard  
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2.4.3. CLASH DETECTION REPORTS 
 

2.4.3.1. EXPORT REPORT  
 

EXPORTING CLASH ANALYSIS REPORT IN HTML AND PDF FILE FORMAT 

At the end of the clash analysis, as final product we create clash report. We can export it as a PDF or 

HTML file.  

If you want to export entire clash detection job, you can deselect all clashes, or select all clashes within 

clash result list pressing Ctrl+A at the same time. If you want to export only selected clashes, select the 

desired clashes in Clash detection job, adding individual clashes using the Ctrl key.  

Select the Clash Report command. → The Export Clash Report window opens, where we determine 

the image display properties in the Image Parameters field, the Level Map properties in the Show Level 

Map field, and the properties of other information in the Other Information field. → Click on the Export 

button and choose where and format type of the report (pdf or HTML). 

 

 

Picture 52: Exporting clash analysis report in html and pdf file format 
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The HTML file opens using the desired browser. By double-clicking on the chosen clash inside the HTML 

file, the clash screenshot is enlarged. 

REPORTING ISSUES USING POWER BI 

Clashing results can be analyzed through Power BI platform.  

Choose Manage tab and select Export to Power BI Report tool. Clicking on that button, whole project 

is being published to Power BI file and we are able to analyze clashing results through Desktop or Web 

platform.  

 

2.4.3.2. BCF MANAGER 
 

SHARING ISSUES, COLLISIONS WITH OTHER STAKEHOLDERS USING BCF MANAGER 

BCF Manager Review allows participants in the same project to exchange files in the form of BCF 

formats, regardless of the software used. The forwarded file in the BCF format is simply opened in 

another software tool. Sharing report in the BCF format between different participants using different 

software tools is only possible if the model originates from the same original IFC model and the 

software tools of all participants support the open BCF format. 

Choose the Manage tab. → Select the BCF Manager Review tool. → Select clashes from Clash detection 

list. → Drag and drop into BCF Manager palette. → Export BCF file. 

Also, you can create project on BIMcollab platform, and directly share issues with other stakeholders, 

where, after you drag and drop collisions into BCF Manager palette, uploaded issues will be 

automatically seen on BIMcollab platform.  

 

Picture 53: Clash detection results in BCF Manager  

Note: BCF issue requires created viewpoint for each clash. If there are not previously created, software 

will automatically create viewpoint from default view on viewport screen. 
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2.5. QUANTITY TAKEOFF 
 

The Quantity Takeoff palette is platform for calculating the number of individual groups of elements 

directly from the geometry of the 3D model. The palette is located in the lower part of the screen and 

consists of two parts. On the left side, there is a list of pre-assembled quantity takeoffs and on the right 

overview of the content of the individual quantity takeoff. The pre-made quantity takeoff in the list 

can be edited or deleted. For better transparency, we can create individual folders in the list, where 

we will store individual quantity takeoffs. 

Note: In chapters above, we have covered property analysis and Custom Breakdown structure, where 

we have learned about the CBS palette. Creation of quantity takeoff breakdown is similar to Custom 

breakdown structure. On the other side, CBS structure gives us information on number of the BIM 

model elements that have the selected attribute and the value of it, while QTO structure give us precise 

model-based takeoff by various criteria using element attributes. 

 

2.5.1.  CREATING QUANTITY TAKEOFF BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE IN VARIOUS WAYS 
 

To create a new Quantity takeoff, follow the steps below. 

Open Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose the desired item, e.g. Categories and select the category Slabs. → Click on the Use Selection 

button. → Define the first criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right side of 

the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Family. → Select Quantities. → 

Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity command. → The Select Quantity window will open, where we 

can select a value, for example Area. → Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the OK button.  

  

Picture 54: The process of creating Quantity Takeoff 
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The Quantity Takeoff palette displays the breakdown structure just created, which gives us information 

that this breakdown includes 148 model elements structured by family criteria. For each group we 

have Sum Area, and by expanding breakdown, we can see quantity distribution by elements (element 

name - internal ID code). 

You can select any element or group of elements and isolate it in the viewport with the purpose of 

reviewing the group which has the selected value of the attribute more precisely: Click on Selection 

button. → From dropdown list choose Select elements. → Right click on viewport screen. → Choose 

Isolate. → From dropdown list choose Selected elements.  

By double-clicking on mouse scroll button you can zoom selected elements in viewport screen. 

Additional tip: Click on Select button and activate Auto-Select from Takeoff option from dropdown 

list, and by clicking on element or element group in the quantity takeoff content window, you will 

automatically select those elements in viewport screen.  

 

Picture 55:  Activation of Auto-Select from Takeoff option from dropdown list 

EXAMPLE 1: How to create quantity takeoffs broken down by various criteria? 

In this example we will create QTO for structural elements, using Smart Selection sets. We will 

demonstrate the creation of one Smart selection set (Structural columns) , but for the purpose of this 

example, we will use previously created Smart selection sets created for Clash detection (Selection 

Sets → Clash Detection Sets → ST). 

CREATING A SMART SELECTION SET 

Activate the Selection Set palette, which you can find on the left side of the screen. → Click on the 

New Selection Set icon. → Define the folder in which the selection set will be saved and name it. → 

Add description if needed. → Click on the New Rule button and choose option inclusive. → Within the 

Reference Objects window choose in the drop-down menu Type option Element Query. → In the Insert 

Query window choose in the drop-down menu Property Value. → Define Property Name a Workset 

Name, Property Type Text, Operator Begins with and in Blank box write ST- → Click OK button two 

times to finish with this rule. → Click on the New Rule button and choose option intersect. → Within 

the Reference Objects window choose in the drop-down menu Type option Categories. → Choose 

category Column. → Finish the procedure by clicking on OK button.  

CREATING QUANTITY TAKEOFF BROKEN DOWN BY MORE THAN ONE CRITERIA 

Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose Selection Sets and check the Selection Set folder ST. → Click on the Use Selection button. → 

Define the first criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right side of the window. 
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→ Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Selection set. → From Selection Set list select 

all Sets under the folder ST (press Crtl button for multiple selection). → Click OK button. → Define the 

second criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right side of the window. → Right 

click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Family. → Select Quantities. → Right Click → Choose 

the Add Quantity command. → The Select Quantity window will open, select Area. → Click OK button. 

→ Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the OK button.  

  

Picture 56: Creating Quantity Takeoff broken down by more than one criteria 

TIP: For quick search of quantities in Select quantity 

window, in field Filter type quantity name, e.g. Area, and 

click Filter button. 

Note: If you want to change order of rules in breakdown list, select created rule and click on arrows 

next to Use Selection button for moving it up or down. 

 

Picture 57: Changing rule order in Quantity Takeoff breakdown list 
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EDIT QUANTITY TAKEOFF 

Quantity takeoff can be edited by changing name, element type, rule and quantity orders in breakdown 

structure, adding or removing rules and quantities, etc. 

EXAMPLE 2: How to add another criteria to existing Quantity Takeoff? 

If you want to add another criteria or quantity, follow the steps bellow. In this example we will add 

Volume quantity to previously created QTO Structure: 

Select Quantity takeoff from the list. → Click Edit button. → Click Reset tree button. → Right click on 

Quantities in Breakdown window. → From breakdown structure choose  Add quantity. → Choose 

Volume. → Click OK button. → Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the OK button. 

EXAMPLE 3: How to generate QTO from selected elements? 

You can check quantities and generate quick QTO for elements selected directly in software interface. 

For the purpose of this example we will count architectural doors broken down by levels and family 

name. 

Select elements from Selection Set AR-Doors. → Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the 

arrow next to the New button. → Select From selected elements option. → Set the name of the 

quantity takeoff in the Name field. → Define the first criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added 

elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose 

Building Level. → Define the second criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right 

side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Family. → Select 

Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Count command. → Click Generate. → Finish process by 

clicking the OK button. 

  

Picture 58: Overview of Quantity takeoff for selected elements 

EXAMPLE 4: Create breakdown structure using element attributes. 

Discrete property dialog in Quantity takeoff opens a wide range of Quantity takeoff creation and 

distribution using element attributes.  
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Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose Buildings. → Check the box for the desired Building in window below. → Click on the Use 

Selection button. → Define the first criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right 

side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Discrete Property. → 

From Discrete Property list choose UniFormat. → Click OK button. → Define the second criteria for the 

quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → 

From dropdown list choose Family. → Select Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity 

command. → The Select Quantity window will open, select Length. → Click OK button. → Repeat 

process to add Area and Volume quantity (Select Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity 

command). → Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the OK button.  

REMOVE ELEMENTS FROM QUANTITY TAKE OFF 

Now we created QTO by UniFormat classification broken down in more detail with element Family 

name. We can notice that 381 element have Undefined value (we have explained element selection 

directly from QTO at the beginning of the chapter). We will remove these elements from created QTO: 

Select UniFormat = (Undefined Value) in breakdown structure. → Right click. → From dropdown list 

choose Remove Elements from Takeoff.  

 
Picture 59: The process of removing elements from Quantity Takeoff 

Note: When you remove elements or create QTO from selected elements, 

Takeoff name gets the extension: Name (Selection). 

 

EXAMPLE 5: Create breakdown structure for group of elements divided by certain range. 

For some additional analysis using the option Continuous Property we are able to break down structure 

by certain range. For example, we can count how many walls are higher than 2m, or door area less or 

greater than 1.5m2, room area greater tan 12m2 etc. In this example we will count Rooms with area 

less or greater than 50m2, broken down by Room name and exact area quantity. 
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Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose Categories and check Spaces. → Click on the Use Selection button. → Define the first criteria 

for the quantity takeoff: → Select added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add 

rule. → From dropdown list choose Continuous Property. → From left side of Continuous Property List 

choose Area. → In field Range Border type 50.  → Click Add. → Now, when the Range is defined on 

right side of the window, click OK. → Define the second criteria for the quantity takeoff: → Select 

added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose 

Discrete Property. → From Discrete Property list choose Name. → Click OK button.  → Select 

Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Count. → Add another quantity: → Select Quantities. → 

Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity command. → The Select Quantity window will open, select 

Area. → Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the OK button.  

 

 Picture 60: Quantity Takeoff by Continuous property criteria 

EXAMPLE 6: Can one element be distributed in more than one position in Quantity takeoff breakdown 

structure? 

In practice, one model element is being used for multiple positions in Takeoff structure. In next 

example we will use MasterFormat Classification in Selection Set structure, created by inclusive rule 

Element Query MasterFormat. 

We will demonstrate on one example of creating smart selection set using Masterformat code. 

CREATING SMART SELECTION SET 

Activate the Selection Set palette, which you can find on the left side of the screen. → Click on the 

New Selection Set icon. → Define the folder in which the selection set will be saved and name it. → 

Add description if needed. → Click on the New Rule button in choose option inclusive. → Within the 
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Reference Objects window choose in the drop-down menu Type option Element Query. → Click on the 

Insert Query button. → From the drop-down menu choose option Property Value. → Define Property 

Name - MasterFormat, Property Type - Text, Operator – Equal, and in Blank box write MasterFormat 

code. → Click OK button. → Finish the process with the OK button. 

  

Picture 61: Process of creating a smart selection 

Note: Once created Classification structure within Selection set palette, can be exchanged within 

projects, so there is no need to recreate it from the beginning. 

CREATE QUANTITY TAKEOFF WITH ELEMENT MULTIPOSITION 

Now, create QTO using Selection sets MasterFormat Classification: 

Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose Selection Sets and check Masterformat Classification. → Click on the Use Selection button. → 

Select added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list 

choose Selection Sets. → From Selection Set list select all Selection Set folders under the folder 

Masterformat Classification (press Ctrl button for multiple selection). → Click OK button. → Select 

added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → Add rule. → From dropdown list choose 

Selection Sets. → From Selection Set list select all Selection Set folders under previously selected 

folders. → Click OK button. → Select added elements on right side of the window. → Right click. → 

Add rule. → From dropdown list choose Selection Sets. → From Selection Set list select all Selection 

Sets under previously selected folders. → Click OK button. → Select Quantities. → Right Click → 

Choose the Add Quantity command. → The Select Quantity window will open, select Length. → Select 

Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity command. → The Select Quantity window will 

open, select Area. → Select Quantities. → Right Click → Choose the Add Quantity command. → The 

Select Quantity window will open, select Volume.→ Click Generate. → Finish process by clicking the 

OK button.  
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Picture 62: The process of creating Quantity Takeoff using Selection sets 

 

Picture 63: Overview of created Quantity Takeoff  

As you can notice, created Takeoff has created groups named Multiple Selection Sets. These elements 

are not distributed in Quantity takeoff by desired breakdown. Because of this, before generating 

breakdown, you need to activate option Enable Elements Multiposition and disable Display Elements 

Distributed in Multiple Positions in Quantity Takeoff Editor: 

Select previously created QTO. → Click Edit. → Click Reset Tree option. → Click on Enable Elements 

Multiposition button. → Disable Display Elements Distributed in Multiple Positions. → Click Generate. 

→ Finish process by clicking the OK button.  
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Picture 64: Options ‘Display Elements Distributed in Multiple Positions’ and ‘Enable Elements 

Multiposition’ in Quantity Takeoff Editor 

Warning: Option Display Elements Distributed in Multiple Positions is active by default. If this option 

is enabled, all positions in QTO structure that have elements distributed in multiple positions will place 

under groups Multiple Selection Sets, and broke down structure within it: 

 

Picture 65: Overview of created Quantity Takeoff  

Note: Software will write a warning to inform you that you have multipositioned elements in 

breakdown structure, for possible mistakes or double quantifications.  

UPDATE 

After updating the project, on the right window of Quantity Takeoff palette by clicking on Load created 

Quantity Takeoff will be automatically refreshed with updated element properties. 
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2.5.2.  QUANTITY TAKE OFF TEMPLATES 
 

EXAMPLE 7: Can we use created QTO for other/future projects?  

Quantity takeoffs rules once created can be exchanged and used for future projects in form of the 

Template.  

EXPORT QTO TEMPLATE 

Check the Quantity takeoff from the list. → Click on the Templates button. → Click Save. 

 

Picture 66: The process of exporting Quantity Takeoff Templates 

IMPORT QTO TEMPLATE 

Activate Quantity Takeoff palette. → Click on the arrow next to the New button. → Select the Blank 

Quantity Takeoff option. → Set the name of the quantity takeoff in the Name field. → In the Type field, 

choose Selection Sets and check Masterformat Classification. → Click on the Use Selection button. → 

Click on the Import QTO from Template button. → Finish process by clicking the OK button. 

 
Picture 67: The process of importing Templates in Quantity Takeoff  
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2.5.3.  CREATING COLOR CODED QUANTITY TAKEOFF BREAKDOWN VISUALIZATION 
 

While creating a new QTO within Create Quantity Takeoff window, you can click on the command Set 

Color Coding Rule or within the window Edit Quantity Takeoff while editing an existing QTO. This way 

you will create Color Coded Quantity Takeoff. 

EXAMPLE 8: Automatic creation of quantity takeoffs with corresponding visualizations. 

Select the created Quantity takeoff. → Select the Edit icon. → Click on the Reset Tree button. → Select 

the condition on which you want to apply the Color Coded Rule command. → In the toolbar choose 

the Set Color Coding Rule. → Click Generate. → Click the OK button. → Activate 3D Color Coded View 

tab, which you can find above the Viewport window. → Select the Quantity Takeoff from Viewer mode, 

located in the right corner. 

  

  

Picture 68: The process of creating Color Coded Quantity Takeoff breakdown visualization 

If you want to change generated color, in Quantity Takeoff Editor select position you want to change. 

→ Select Choose color. → Choose color from palette. → Finish process by clicking the OK button. 

 

Picture 69: Changing generated color of breakdown elements 
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2.5.4. EXPORT QUANTITY TAKEOFF 
 

At the end, Quantity Takeoff can be exported in XSLX file format. We are able to export the different 

types of report: Flat table, Breakdown Structure and Styled report. 

EXAMPLE 9: QTO excel reports: Flat table, Breakdown structure, Styled report. 

Select the quantity takeoff you want to export. → Click on the Export button. → The Export Quantity 

Takeoff Report window will open. → Define the appearance and content of the report and the storage 

location. → Export 

Exported Excel file contains several sheet types: 

-Flat_Table sheet: a simple flat table with all items from Quantity Takeoff; 

-Breakdown_Structure sheet: contains elements from Takeoff divided into different groups which we 

previously defined by Takeoff creation.  

Note: In Export Quantity Takeoff Report window, Breakdown Structure field contains additional two 

options: report with or without elements. By checking both options, two Breakdown structure sheets 

will be created. If there is no need for element IDs in Breakdown structure, uncheck option With 

Elements. 

-Styled_Report sheet: contains report divided by breakdown groups on vertical level with 

automatically created pictures from viewport screen. You are able to define presentation of 

breakdown and neutral elements in created report: Breakdown or Selection color for breakdown 

elements and Neutral, Invisible or Breakdown color for neutral elements. 

Note: Viewpoint for QTO report pictures should be set in 3D Color Coded View, View Mode: Quantity 

Takeoff. Disable option Fit Elements to Bounds if you want consistent viewpoint for created pictures.   

 

Picture 70: The process of exporting Quantity Takeoff 
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2.5.5.  AD-HOC QUANTITY TAKEOFF 

 

Quick check without generating Takeoffs is also possible and very useful in common practice. 

Select elements for quantification.  → Activate Properties Palette. → Find the attribute in the list and 

click on it with right click for each of selected category (Walls – Area, Volume; Slabs – Area, Volume 

etc.). → Choose Add to Favorites. → From dropdown list choose as Sum. → Open Favorite Properties 

tab. → Sum of selected elements is listed. To aggregate more quantifications, select e.g. Structural 

Columns Value Volume and Walls Value Volume, and add the bottom of the palette the sum will 

appear.  

  

Picture 71: Quantification of selected elements within Properties palette 
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3.      CREATING 4D AND 5D BIM MODELS IN BEXEL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT 
 

3.1.        CREATING A NEW CLASIFFICATION AND IMPORTING A CLASSIFICATION  
 

Creating a 4D and a 5D BIM model can be done in Bexel Manager in various ways with the help of 

Schedule and Cost Editor for the creation of a classification optimal for your project. To demonstrate 

all functionalities stated above we will represent the main two workflows that are enabled by the 

software.  

The first workflow represents a more advanced use of the Bexel Manager software but enables the 

user to create a 4D/5D BIM model simultaneously. This workflow integrates cost and scheduling into 

one with no need for manual connection. In this case the schedule is automatically created using 

Creation templates. User defines schedule creation logic, based on construction process technology, 

organization of construction site, contractor’s resources, as well as personal experience. Basically, user 

defines construction sequence for various groups of works (METHODOLOGY), defines spatial 

distribution of works (ZONES) (by construction levels and construction phases) and intelligent 

scheduling engine automatically generates schedule tasks and relations based on user inputs. Such an 

automation allows creation of more advanced and realistic schedules with much more detailed 

schedule structures as well as creation of complex schedules for large-scale construction projects with 

huge numbers of tasks and relations. Some additional advantages are: ability to use created 

methodology afterwards on a similar project, the fact that schedule tasks are already linked to cost 

items in Bo and elements of BIM model, and significant reduction in workload for a Planner and 

Quantity Surveyor. This process will be explained in detail in a chapter EXAMPLE 1 bellow.  

The second workflow consists of importing a schedule from different planning software or creating a 

schedule from scratch in Bexel Manager in a traditional way by creating tasks and relations and linking 

tasks of manually created/imported schedule with the elements of the BIM model.  

The third workflow could be considered as a combination of previous two, or simply as using certain 

processes from intelligent planning to partially automate traditional (manual) creation process of 

creating tasks and relations and linking tasks manually with model elements. 

Note: Even though classic manual creation process (typical for traditional panning tools) is available in 

Bexel Manager, it is highly recommended to primarily use advantages of software automation which 

in case of Bexel Manger could be applied in a range from fully integrated intelligent planning process 

to a partial automation that will significantly improve traditional planning process and reduce workload 

on planner. 
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For additional information about the topic that we will cover in this chapter, please check the Manual. 

EXAMPLE 1: How to simultaneously create a 4D/5D BIM model in Bexel Manager environment? 

(Intelligent scheduling engine) 

STEP 1: Creating a Cost classification in Bexel Manager or importing an existing one from Excel.  
STEP 2: Creating a Cost version in Bexel Manager using Auto-Assign process. 
STEP 3: Creating a new (blank) schedule.  
STEP 4: Creating Zones and Methodology. 
STEP 5: Creating Creation Template. 
STEP 6: Creating and optimizing schedule with the help of the Creation Wizard tool on the basis of 
created Zones and Methodology. 
STEP 7: Reviewing the automatically created 4D/5D schedule animation. 
 

3.1.1.        CREATING A NEW CLASIFFICATION 

 

In this chapter we will cover step 1 of our process and explain how to create a Cost classification in 

Bexel Manager or importing an existing one from Excel.  

To generate a new cost classification Bexel Manager Cost Editor needs to be activated. The module 

Cost Editor is divided in three different tabs: Classification Editor, Cost Item Definition Editor and 

Resource Editor.  

Classification Editor is a tab with cost structure of actual cost classification. User can choose between 

multiple classifications in project from drop-down menu on command line. This tab consists of all cost 

items and classification items in actual cost classification. Changes in classification or cost item 

definition in this tab will only affect actual classification. 

Cost Item Definition Editor tab consists of all Cost items (but no Classification items) in the project 

regardless of cost classification, so in this tab user is able to modify cost items from all classifications 

in the project.  

Note: If the same Cost item appears more than once within one classification or across different 

classifications, every of its copy will be listed as a separate Cost item in this tab and changes in Cost 

item definition within one cost item will not affect other copies.  

Resource Editor tab is a tab with information about resources. Every change in resources definition 

within this tab will affect resources in all cost items and all classifications on the project. 

 Regardless of the process of creation or importing the classification, a new classification has to be 

created within the Classification Editor tab. To create a new classification, follow the steps bellow.  

Activate the Classification Editor. → Click on the New Classification button. → In the New Classification 

window add Description, which will be the name of the classification further on. →  Finish the process 

by clicking on the OK button.  

 

Picture 72: Creating a new classification  

1 

2 
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The created classification has no cost items or classification items and this information can also be 

found in the Cost Items Count column, where the number 0 is stated. For adding a classification item 

or a cost item, you can either create new ones within the Cost Editor or import them in a properly 

formatted Excel file format.  

The best way for creation of cost classification in Excel is to create new blank cost classification in Bexel 

Manager as described above and export it to Excel. Newly exported Excel file will be formatted 

according to necessary specifications for proper import. It also contains Help sheet with table 

describing type and formatting of properties that should be included as well as Element Query 

examples for different types of elements and different expressions. 

 

3.1.1.1.         RENAMING THE CLASSIFICATION  

 

To rename the classification we have just created, follow the steps below.  

In the drop-down menu within the Classification Editor chose a classification you would like to rename. 

→ Click on the Rename button in the same row. → In the Rename Classification window under the 

Description add a new name of the classification. → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  

 

Picture 69: Renaming the Classification   

3.1.1.2.        DELETING THE CLASSIFICATION 

 

To delete the classification we have just created, click on the Delete button next to the Rename 

command. → Deleting a classification is an irreversible act.  

3.1.1.3.        IMPORTING AND EXPORTING THE CLASSIFICATION  

 

The classification system can be created by adding classification items and cost items manually or by 

importing a classification system from an Excel software.  

To import a classification, a new one has to be created first. The process is described in the 3.1.1 

section. → To finish the process, click on the Import button and choose a file in the .XLSX format. → 

Finish the process by clicking on the Open button.  

Note: For a successful import the excel sheet needs to be properly formatted. The proper form of the 

classification in Excel is stated in the excel file, which can be exported from Bexel Manager within the 

Cost Editor by clicking on the Export command.  

To export a classification please follow the steps below.  

Click on the Export button. → Define the name and the place, where the file will be exported. → Finish 

the process by clicking on the Save button.  

1 

2 

3 
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3.1.1.4.        LINKING AND SYNCHRONIZATION WITH A CENTRAL COST DATABASE  

 

For advanced use of software with custom user-defined central databases, Bexel CDE Enterprise is 

available. This solution allows user to have unique central cost database that could be updated 

according to client’s needs, and could be easily synchronized with multiple models in Bexel Manager. 

This is very useful feature for companies that practice to have in-house cost databases that are updated 

regularly. 

Process of database synchronization is simple and goes as follows:  

Activate the Cost tab placed in the upper left corner of Bexel Manager software. → Click on the 

Synchronize command. → Finish the process by clicking OK button.  

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 73: Synchronizing the Database   

 

1 
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3.1.2.        CREATING A CLASSIFICATION ITEM  

 

As we have already mentioned above, the classification consists from Classification items and Cost 

items. If we examine the classification Uniformat in our sample model, we can see that classification 

items are folders that represent levels of the Uniformat classification. For example, the classification 

item on the highest level is Uniformat, one level below is item with the A Code and Substructure Name, 

which contains folder with the A10 code or Foundations name placed on a lower level, then follows 

A1010 which represents Standard Foundations. In the folder A1010 there is A101013 folder or Pile 

Caps which is also a name of the Uniformat property in the BIM model. There are four different families 

of pile caps in the BIM model and they represent four folders under the classification item A1010130. 

Each of these folders contain cost items that correspond to items from the list of works and, in the 

model, they correspond to all elements under the family which represents the name of the folder in 

the A1010130 classification item. To create a classification item, you can use two main workflows, 

please follow the steps bellow: 

 

Workflow 01 

Click on the classification item, under which the new classification item will be placed. → Click on it 

with the right click and chose New Classification Item command. → In the Classification Item Editor fill 

out the Code which will be seen in the Code column. → Add a Name of the classification item which is 

seen in the Name column. → Add Description and Query if needed. → Finish the process by clicking 

on the OK button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 74: Creating a new Classification Item    

 

Note: After a classification item has been created, it can be edited, copied or deleted.  

 

  

1 

2 
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Workflow 02 

If you want to create new Classification Item in Excel spreadsheet you have to insert new column below 

Classification item under which your new “folder” will be placed in structure. You have to define these 

properties: 

Outline level which should begin in the same way as outline level of Classification Item of higher 

hierarchy but with additional number at the end. (For example, if you insert new Classification Item 

within 1.1, then outline level of your new Classification Item should be 1.1.1 if it is the first Classification 

item within 1.1. If your folder on higher hierarchy (1.1), already contains other folders (Classification 

items), let’s say it contains 1.1.1, 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, numeric extension of your new Classification item 

should be higher than the last existing Classification item, in this case that would be 1.1.4. 

Picture 75: Outline level definition in Excel spreadsheet Cost database 

 

 

Note: Outline level is always formatted in a way that Master Classification Item is always 1, and all 

subsequent Classification items start from 1.1 and further levels regardless of cost database and coding 

system used. 

Code, Name and Description columns content is defined according to cost database rules you use or 

according to user’s preferences and should only be formatted according to requirements stated in help 

sheet. 

Element Query if needed could be based on Category, Family name, Material Name, based on having 

or not having certain property or on a specific value of certain property. It could be also combination 

of any of the before mentioned as Any of the following conditions or All of the following conditions 

as well as negation of expression with Negate command which could be important in certain project 

conditions. 

Note: Exact rules for expressions defined in Element Query are specified in Help sheet. 
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3.1.3.        CREATING A COST ITEM  

 
Cost items correspond to the items in the list of works and can be linked to a model in two different 

ways. First one is to manually link the cost item to selected elements. The second one is to define 

Element Query of the cost item, which represents a formula. On the basis of the defined formula the 

software will find elements that suit the assigned criteria. Please note, that the process of defining the 

query is similar to the process of defining criteria for smart selection sets. The rules for defining query 

are stated in the excel file, which can be exported from the Cost Editor tab. For further information 

about the export of the document, read the note in section 3.1.1.3. The process of creating the Cost 

Item is described below and it could be done in four different ways: 

 

Workflow 01 - Creating Cost item From New Definition which means that user creates blank Cost 

item and defines all properties within Cost Item Definition Editor: 

Click on the classification item, under which the new cost item will be placed. → Click on it with the 

right click and chose New Cost Item command. → Select option From New Definition → Cost Item 

Definition Editor opens. User has to define Code, Name and Description of created Cost item and 

define Cost item parameters within three tabs General, Resources and Mappings. → Within the 

General tab add information like Daily Output, Quantity Type and Unit, Cost etc. → Within the 

Resources tab add information related to resources. → Within the Mappings tab add the Query and 

Quantity Formula.  

Note: All properties are set to zero or default values and have to be defined by user. 

 Picture 76: Creating a new Cost Item from New Definition 
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Workflow 02 - Creating Cost item From Existing Definition. This option is very useful when you want 

to create new Cost item similar in definition with some of already created Cost items. (This is often 

case on the project.) Process is similar to above mentioned: 

Click on the classification item, under which the new cost item will be placed. → Click on it with the 

right click and chose New Cost Item command. → Select option From Existing Definition. → Find 

existing Cost item you want to base your new Cost item on and click OK (you are able to find any Cost 

item in project regardless of actual cost classification) → Now you have copy of existing Cost Item upon 

which you can base yours clicking right click on newly created Cost item. → Select Edit Cost Item 

Definition Editor and edit Code, Name and Description of created Cost item as well as information that 

differ from originally copied Cost item. 

Note: All properties are set to same values as in original Cost item upon which new Cost item is based 

and user has to re-define only parameters that should be different. 

Picture 77: Creating a new Cost Item from Existing Definition 
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Workflow 03-Creating new Cost item within Excel spread sheet to be imported in Bexel Manager Cost 

Editor. 

If you want to create new Cost Item in Excel spreadsheet you have to insert new column below 

Classification item under which your new Cost item will be placed in structure. You have to define 

these properties: 

Outline level which should be the same as outline level of Classification item in which your Cost item 

is placed and just add .0 at the end of string. (For example, if you want to add Cost item within 

Classification item 1.1.1.4, then outline level of your Cost item will be 1.1.1.4.0) All Cost items within 

one Classification item have the same outline level, there is no need for hierarchical leveling of cost 

items in a way that’s required for Classification items. 

Note: All other fields, except Element Query and Quantity Formula are defined by user depending on 

information from cost database that is uses on the project. All fields have to be formatted according 

to rules specified in Help sheet. 

Element Query is defined in a similar way as in case of Classification item. It could be based on 

Category, Family name, Material Name, based on having or not certain property or on a specific value 

of certain property. It could be also combination of any of the before mentioned as Any of the 

following conditions or All of the following conditions as well as negation of expression with Negate 

command which could be important in certain project conditions. Exact rules for expressions defined 

in Element Query are specified in Help sheet. 

Quantity Formula field represents mathematical formula that user defines for calculation of quantity 

for that specific Cost item. If you only want to count number of elements, quantity formula is simply 

1, but it could also include any numeric property that model element has (area, volume, length, etc.), 

and it could be used in formula for calculation. (For example, if you want to calculate area of formwork 

needed for concrete beam element, you can calculate it in this way (2*h +b) *[Length] where h, b and 

[Length] are numeric properties of model elements.) 

 Note: Only numeric element properties could be part of Quantity formula. Text properties could only 

be used in Element Query. It is important to properly format all properties added in authoring tools as 

numeric if you want to use it for calculation in Quantity formula.  

Note: Additional properties could simple be added through console API Add-in that user can download 

from Bexel User Area. 

 

All above-mentioned workflows represent process of gradual creation of Cost classification, one 

Classification/Cost item at a time defining parameters for it, but there is also workflow with unique 

approach, which allows for significant automation of this complex process and it will be explained 

bellow: 

  

https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login
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Workflow 04-Creation of Cost classification based on predefined QTO (Quantity Take-Off) or CBS 

(Custom Breakdown Structure) through Creation Wizard 

User is able to define basic Cost classification structure in QTO or CBS (for more details about these 

functionalities check corresponding chapters). QTO and CBS allow user to sort BIM elements based on 

any property, on multiple levels and quickly create basic Cost classification structure. With Cost 

Creation Wizard, user is able to automatically generate basic Cost classification with Cost and 

Classification items defined based on previously defined QTO/CBS following these steps: 

 

After creation of new cost classification (as described in chapter 3.1.1) select blank Classification item 

of newly created classification→ Click on it with the right click and chose Creation Wizard command. 

→ Select option From Quantity Takeoff or From Custom Breakdown → Creation Wizard window will 

open. Within Creation Wizard user defines which QTO or CBS will serve as a basis for new classification. 

→ Then in a field Code user defines which property software will read as Cost item Code. → Field Unit 

Cost allows user to automatically link price section of cost classification with element parameter price 

(in case this parameter is defined in BIM model, otherwise it could be defined later within Cost item 

definition). → And finally, user defines Quantity formula for Cost items. → Complete Cost classification 

creation process by checking Create Cost items field and clicking OK. 

 

At the end of the process, there is complete Cost classification structure defined, with classification 

and cost items created based on information from QTO or CBS. Element query and Cost item 

description are defined by parameters used in QTO/CBS structure definition, Code, Unit Cost and 

Quantity formula are defined by user during creation process and general Cost classification is 

prepared. If certain elements don’t have some of required parameters properly defined or some Cost 

items have different Quantity formula, it could be manually updated through Cost item definition. 

Automatically created Cost items and Classification items could be easily modified.  

 Additional tip: Typical Cost classification is structured in way to have different Quantity formula for 

calculation, so generating Cost classification from a single QTO/CBS will place only one Quantity 

formula for all created Cost items and user will be forced to adjust it manually for numerous items. To 

evade this, it is recommended to create Cost classification from multiple QTO/CBS structures, defined 

in such way that majority of newly created Cost items have proper Quantity formula. 
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Picture 78: Creating a new Cost classification with Creation wizard based on QTO/CBS 
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3.1.4.        CREATING A RESOURCE  

 
Resources are important properties in construction planning process. Detailed description and 

definition of resources in a cost database allows for maximum optimization of construction process 

and proper utilization of available assets. Decision whether to include resources in a cost database or 

to base Cost items only on a unit price depends on a user preference, but Bexel Manager software 

allows both options.  

In case user wants to define Resources within the project it could be easily done following these 

workflows: 

 

Workflow 01 - Creating a new Resource item within Cost Editor, Resources tab: 

Right click on any existing Resource item, or click the symbol  at the bottom of resources list →   In 

the first case you have to select command Add, in second new (blank) resource item will be created at 

the bottom of resources list. → User should now define Description of resource, Type of Resource 

(which could be Material, Labor or Equipment) as well as basic resource parameters like Quantity type, 

Quantity unit, Unit cost and Color (which only defines color of resource representation within software 

analytics tools for easier understanding).  

Note: Parameters related to Resources use (Daily Quantity) are defined within Cost item definition 

editor, Resources tab for every Cost item. 

 

Workflow 02-Creating new Resource item within Excel spreadsheet to be imported in Bexel Manager 

Cost Editor. 

If you want to create new Resource Item in Excel spreadsheet you just have to insert new column 

below any Resource item (within resources sheet) and define parameters according to rules defined 

in Help sheet. 

Adding resources in Cost items is simple. User should just insert new row, define Resource Name and 

Resource Quantity cells and all other resource parameters will be read automatically from Resources 

sheet. 

Warning: Workflow described above applies only to Excel spreadsheet cost database based on 

previously exported file. 

 

3.1.5.        LINKING COST ITEMS TO THE BIM MODEL  

 

After we have covered step 1, step 2 follows where we link the classification to the BIM model 

elements. This can be done manually or automatically in Bexel Manager. 
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3.1.5.1.        AUTO-ASSIGN PROCESS 
 

The process of auto-assigning the classification to a BIM model is described below.  

Choose a certain classification in the Cost Editor tab within the Classification Editor in Bexel Manager. 

→ Click on the classification folder in the list below with the right click and choose option Auto Assign 

Cost Items. → Further on chose option To New Cost Version or To Active Cost Version (creating new 

or updating existing active cost version) → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 79: Auto-Assign process                                           
When the Auto-assign process is completed, if there are some Cost items that could not be assigned 

to model elements, an information window will show up with the information on number of assigned 

items compared to total number of cost items. 

Note: With this process we have linked the elements to the cost database and created a 5D BIM model.    

 

If you have elements that were not assigned to any Cost item, you can select them, go to Cost editor 

window, Classification editor tab. → Click Filter applicable. → In Cost Editor all applicable Cost items 

will be filtered. In this case problems in assign process are not related to Element Query since program 

signals that certain Cost items are applicable to unassigned element, so the most probable cause could 

be in Quantity formula. → Right click on the filtered Cost item, select Edit Cost item definition → and 

check Quantity formula. Quantity formula probably contains property that selected element don’t 

have, property in Quantity formula is not numeric, therefore cannot be used for calculation in 

mathematical formula, or simply, mathematical expression is incorrect. 
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Picture 80: Process of assigned items checking  

On the project, it is common to have Cost items that are not related to any BIM element (Construction 

site survey, for example), but such items could be included in Cost classification and Cost assignment 

in the following way: 

 

Create new Cost item in Cost classification as described in previous chapters → Define Code, 

Description and Cost of Cost item. → Go to Assigned items tab, click New Cost Assignment. → Choose 

right Cost classification from drop-down menu, → select your newly created Cost item.→ Finish the 

process by clicking on the OK button. 

Note: Newly created Cost item will be assigned to a cost version in the same way as items linked to 

the elements and be included in sum price of the Cost version.    
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Another way to check which elements are assigned to a certain Cost item is to click on the Cost item 

with the right click. → Choose the Select Assigned Elements. → If you right-click Cost item and choose 

Select Applicable elements, → you will be able to choose to select All applicable elements (which 

include assigned and unassigned) → Assigned elements (which are the same elements as with 

command Select Assigned Elements) and → Unassigned but applicable elements. This is very useful if 

you want to check if all elements that should be assigned to a certain Cost item passed Assign process.  

Note: If you have applicable unassigned elements for certain Cost item after Auto-Assign process, it is 

most likely that there is a problem in Quantity formula as described in chapter above. 

  

Additional tip: During early phases of project development when BIM model is not fully developed 

Cost items could be assigned to spaces with cost parameters defined by square or cubic meters. Such 

cost approximation allows for project parameters control in early phases of project, quick budgeting 

and cost estimation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 81: Process of assigned items checking 
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In case you have elements that failed Assign process, but after using Filter Applicable command there 

are no Cost Items applicable to that element, then there must be an error in Element Query that 

prevents linking of Cost Item and certain elements. It is most likely error in expression, like wrong 

typing of family/material/property name, or if you use command Equal for certain text but in reality, 

property or family name has an extension for thickness or type of material that you missed (in this case 

the best option is to use command Contains instead of Equal to prevent such errors).  

Note: Condition for model element to be assigned to a Certain Cost item is to fulfill conditions of all 

Element Queries of Classification items in which that Cost item is placed (whole hierarchy) as well as 

Element Query of that Cost item. If element fails to assign to certain Cost item, it is possible that it 

does not fulfill requirements of Element Query of some of the Classification Items on higher hierarchy 

and not the one of Cost item. 

 

3.2.        CREATING A NEW SCHEDULE 
 

Step 3 will explain how to create new (blank) schedule as well as basic editing functions. This process 

is the same in both main workflows. 

Before creating a schedule with the help of a Creation wizard we must create a new schedule or import 

an existing one from other software. A new schedule can be created within the Schedule Editor tab 

with the process described below.  

Activate the Schedule Editor tab. → Click on the New Schedule command within the Schedule Editor. 

→ In the New Schedule window define the basic information about the schedule.  Besides the name 

which is mandatory, it is also important to properly define Cost version for a specific schedule. This is 

especially important in case of schedule creation through Creation Wizard since schedule 

methodology is based on Cost version structure. 

 

 

 

 

Picture 82: Creating a new schedule   

 

3.2.1.        EDITING, DELETING AND DUPLICATING SCHEDULES 
 

Schedules can be edited, deleted and duplicated using functionalities on a command line. 
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3.2.2.        EDITING BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHEDULE 
 

Within the Schedule Editor, in the drop-down menu, choose the schedule you want to edit and click 

on the Edit command for editing the basic information of the schedule like name, description or cost 

version.  

 

 

Picture 83: Editing basic information about the schedule 

 

3.2.3.        DELETING SCHEDULES  
 

Within the Schedule Editor, in the drop-down menu, choose the schedule you want to delete and click 

on the Delete command.  

Picture 84: Deleting Schedule   

 

Note: Deleting the schedule is an irreversible act.  

 

3.2.4.        COPYING SCHEDULE  
 

Schedule in Bexel manager is an intelligent project management tool that updates duration and 

calculates percentage of completion and forecasts completion date based on progress input. User 

should make a copy of construction schedule to keep one copy without progress input as a Baseline 

schedule for comparison and Earned Value Analyses, and other copy for progress tracking with 

interactive data that will be updated and re-calculated every time user update progress data.  
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In the drop-down menu choose the schedule you want to copy and click on the Duplicate command. 

→ A New Schedule window is opened where we define the name of the schedule which we will create 

by copying the chosen schedule. 

  

Picture 85: Copying schedule    

 

 Note: Within the Schedule Editor the process of comparing two schedules is possible. In the drop-

down menu next to the New Schedule command choose first schedule and in the drop-down menu 

next to the Compare with command choose the second schedule. The software compares two 

schedules and represents that in the Gantt view 

 

Additional tip: During project execution, it is advisable to create copies of construction schedule on 

regular basis (months quarters, semesters) in order to track changes and delays on the project. In this 

way project manager is able to control project dynamics and easily calculate delays from baseline 

schedule, but as well delays from previous month or quarter. 

 

Besides Gantt view, construction schedules in Bexel Manager could be analyzed also in a LOB (Line of 

Ballance), flowline schedule view mode and Logic mode by simple switch on the command line. The 

same schedule could be optimized and perfected through a different view mode which allows for great 

flexibility and advanced planning process to be applied. 

 

3.2.5.        CREATING NEW SCHEDULE WITH SELECTION SET BASED ON CREATION RULES 

DEFINITION  
 

The third workflow for schedule creation could be explained like combination of certain elements of 

intelligent planning engine and traditional schedule creation process. In this process, Planner is able to 

automatically create schedule tasks already linked with elements based on predefined selection set 

structure without defined relations between tasks, but relations could be than defined easily in Logic 

schedule view, so the whole process is significantly automated compared to traditional schedule 

creation one task at a time. To create schedule using selection set based Creation rules definition 

process follow these steps: 

Create selection sets defining your schedule structure. → Activate the Schedule Editor tab and create 

New Schedule as explained in previous chapters. → Right click on master parent task. → Select 

command New Task. → Choose, Creation rule, Referenced Children based. → Select selection sets 

from drop-down menu. → Select group of selection sets representing construction sequence you have 

previously defined. → Finish schedule creation process by clocking OK. → User will have new schedule 

created with tasks corresponding to selection set structure with no relations defined between tasks. 

→ Change schedule view to Logic, and define relations between created tasks by simple drag and 

definition of relation properties.  
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Picture 86: Creating schedule with Creation rule definition    

 

Note: Even though classic manual creation process (typical for traditional panning tools) is available in 

Bexel Manager, it is highly recommended to primarily use advantages of software automation which 

in case of Bexel Manger could be applied in a range from fully integrated intelligent planning process 

to a partial automation that will significantly improve traditional planning process and reduce workload 

on planner. 
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3.3.        CREATING ZONES AND METHODOLOGY 
 

In step 4 we will explain in detail process of creation of Methodology and Construction Zones which 

represent the basis for intelligent schedule creation process. 

The advanced way of creating schedule is based on Methodology and Zones definition because it 

enables users to create a 4D/5D BIM model with the 4D/5D animation at the same time, created 

schedules are better optimized and the whole process highly automated which allows for creation of 

complex detailed schedules for large-scale construction projects with huge numbers of tasks and 

relations. 

Schedule is generated through Creation templates defined by user.  

Creation template consists of: 

Creation methodology, which basically represents the order (sequence) in which the works are 

performed. Methodology is based on Cost classification since all types of works performed on a project 

are presented, described and quantified in Cost classification. Through Creation methodology user is 

able to define sequence of construction works and relations between different types of works. As a 

simple example, in Methodology user defines that foundation works are performed only after 

excavation and preparation works are completed, that superstructure is performed after foundation 

completion. So, it is basically common construction logic that every Planner and Project Manager uses. 

In this case, Planner is “teaching” automatic scheduling engine logic of construction process through 

Creation Methodology.  

And Construction zones that are basically spatial distribution of works. Construction works are 

distributed by Buildings (in case project is consisted by more than one Building), by Storeys (vertical 

distribution) and by Construction sequence - Phases (horizontal distribution). 

Creation Template is combination of Construction Methodologies and Construction Zones upon 

which intelligent scheduling engine creates tasks and relations in automatically generated schedule. 

 

3.3.1.        CREATING ZONES (spatial distribution of construction works) 
 

Besides construction sequence of works that have to obey certain rules, there is also spatial 

distribution of construction process that has to be properly scheduled on every project. Construction 

projects are typically divided in Buildings (if they consist of more than one Building), Storeys (Building 

levels) and Construction sequence - Phases. All these divisions are considered as construction zones in 

planning process. 

The most essential spatial division of the project is division by Building. So, the first step in zones 

creation is to define construction sequence between particular buildings on the project. In Bexel 

Manager Zone Editor, it could be done in this way. 
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Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the Zone 

Editor command. → In the Zone Editor window click on the New Zone command and in the New Zone 

window define the name of the zone. (in this case it could be named Buildings) → On the upper right 

side of the Zone Editor, click on the arrow beside the New Item button and select the option Linked.→ 

In the Reference Objects window choose option Buildings and check all the buildings you want to 

include in this zone and the Create Relations box if you want to create relations between the items. → 

Finish the process by clicking on the OK button and then click on the Save button to save the Zone in 

the Zone Editor window. After creating Buildings, you are now able to define relations between them. 

Note: Created zones can be edited, copied or deleted after we have created it.  

Picture 87: Creating a new zone for Buildings    

See example below which represents simple construction sequence between two buildings with 

start-start connection and 320 working hours lag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 88: Example of Building spatial distribution    
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The next level of spatial division of the project is division by Building Storeys or vertical division. It is 

typically used in construction planning and significantly contributes to easier organization of 

construction works, better resource planning and in general more efficient construction process. 

Construction sequence by Storeys is simple and defined by gravity and it always has a finish-start 

sequence from down to top. User should only link Storeys or building levels of the project with Finish-

start relations for proper Storeys zones definition. It is simply done as described below. 

Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the Zone 

Editor command. → In the Zone Editor window click on the New Zone command and in the New Zone 

window define the name of the zone. (in this case it could be named Buildings) → On the upper right 

side of the Zone Editor, click on the arrow beside the New Item button and select the option Linked.→ 

In the Reference Objects window choose option Building Storeys and check all Storeys and the Create 

Relations box if you want to create relations between the items. → Finish the process by clicking on 

the OK button and then click on the Save button to save the Zone in the Zone Editor window. After 

creating your levels, you are now able to define relations between them. 

Picture 89: Creating a new zone for Building Storeys    
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See example below which represents typical construction sequence between floors on the project 

which goes from lowest to the highest with simple finish-start relation. 

 

 

Picture 90: Example of Building storeys (levels) distribution    

Successful planning and spatial distribution of works implies optimal resource planning and even 

though Bexel Manager has built-in Resource Leveling tool that could automatically optimize use of 

resources on the project and adjust created schedule, it is highly important to have this in mind when 

creating schedule and set schedule structure in optimal way so resources are evenly spread in terms 

of construction time and spatial distribution. The best way to achieve this is division of project into 

Construction Phases or horizontal project division. This is traditional process used in advanced 

planning in general and it is also a part of Bexel Manager intelligent planning workflow. The basic idea 

is to divide project (every building in fact) to a separate Construction Phases (Zones).  

Buildings should be organized as a groups of construction zones of roughly same size in terms of 

amount of works, area and quantity of materials to be installed. Contrary to a vertical division which is 

simple and predefined by number of Storeys, horizontal division of works should take into account 

more factors like: work distribution, specifics of construction process and technology. Main goal is to 

organize works in a way to be able to use uniform amount of resources through construction process. 

That is possible by organizing construction phases to be roughly big enough that you are able to 

complete works for one phase and one group of works in some periodic interval (most commonly one 

working week). Of course, construction is not industrial production, so at the end there will be slight 

adjustments and changes, but general layout of a good, optimized construction schedule should be set 

up in this way.  

In Bexel manager you can make this zone distribution in two ways depending on quality of BIM model 

you use.  
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Workflow 01 

If elements of your BIM model have property defining construction sequence (Phase) you can do it in 

a similar way as with Buildings and Storeys. 

Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the Zone 

Editor command. → In the Zone Editor window click on the New Zone command and in the New Zone 

window define the name of the zone. (in this case it could be named Construction sequence) → On 

the upper right side of the Zone Editor, click on the arrow beside the New Item button and select the 

option Linked.→ In the Reference Objects window choose option Element Query. →In the upper left 

corner click Insert Query choose Property Value and in the field Property Name find your property that 

defines construction sequence (the exact name of the property depends on the type of authoring tool 

and modeler preferences). → When you have defined property for Construction sequence define 

Property Type and Operator which is in this case most likely Equal and type name of your construction 

phase as it is defined in model properties (for example Phase 01). → Check the Create Relations box if 

you want to create relations between the items. → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button and 

then click on the Save button to save the Zone in the Zone Editor window. After creating your Zones, 

you are now able to define relations between them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 91: Creating a new zone for Construction Sequence (Workflow 01) 
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Workflow 02 

If elements of your BIM model don’t have property defining construction sequence (Phase) you can 

define construction sequence (horizontal spatial distribution) in Bexel Manager. You can divide your 

project into construction phases by making selection sets of parts of your buildings that will form 

individual construction Phases and name it accordingly. After you have created selection sets you 

should follow these steps: 

Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the Zone 

Editor command. → In the Zone Editor window click on the New Zone command and in the New Zone 

window define the name of the zone. (in this case it could be named Construction sequence) → On 

the upper right side of the Zone Editor, click on the arrow beside the New Item button and select the 

option Linked.→ In the Reference Objects window choose option Selection Sets. →Find selection set 

of your construction zone in selection set hierarchy (tree) (for example Phase 01). → Check the Create 

Relations box if you want to create relations between the items. → Finish the process by clicking on 

the OK button and then click on the Save button to save the Zone in the Zone Editor window. After 

creating your zones, you are now able to define relations between them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 92: Creating a new zone for Construction Sequence-Building Phases (Workflow 02) 
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See example below of a Construction sequence of our sample project. Each building is divided in three 

roughly equal construction phases that are logically placed in areas that are functionally or 

constructively independent and therefore its execution is in compliance with construction logic of the 

project. It is not recommended to define construction sequence in a way that could complicate or 

delay process of construction. (For example, to have borders between phases in area where structural 

elements cannot be executed separately, or to divide some functional unit of the building with phases 

and obstruct some specific works that have to be executed in that zone, like kitchen or Machine room 

that have complex equipment with time-consuming process of installation). Most likely construction 

sequence phases will have finish-start relations like in this case and follow general direction of work 

progress defined by planner on the basis of construction site organization, logistics requirements, work 

safety regulations and similar. 

 

 

Picture 93: Example of Construction Sequence (Phases) distribution    
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3.3.2.        CREATING METHODOLOGY (defining order of works execution) 

 

The process of creating a new methodology is similar to the process of creating a zone but more 

complex due to a complex nature of works compared to a spatial distribution. There are two main 

differences between the zones and methodology. Methodology is based on a certain classification and 

can be used on various similar projects unlike the zones that are based more on a certain project and 

consist from selection sets, buildings, levels and etc.  

Methodology is typically created on two levels. Uniformat (as the most common) for physical-based 
work item segregation and Masterformat (as the most common but also numerous other national 
classification standards) for material-based work items segregation. These two classification systems 
are complementary. 

This is typically defined in cost classification structure so in Methodology, user only has to define 
proper work sequence between these sub-groups of works. On the first level it will define sequence 
and relations between groups of works (defined in Uniformat classification). So, in reality in Bexel 
Manager user is able to define this sequence by simple linking “chapters” or Classification items 
from cost classification and defining type of relation between tasks. 

First level methodology 

See example from Sample model below which shows logic of construction works sequence of a first 

level methodology on a typical project where construction process is performed in this sequence: 

Foundations → Slab on grade → Load-bearing walls and columns → Load-bearing beams → Slabs, 

and this process is repeated (without foundations and slab on grade tasks) on every floor. User is 

defining relations between work groups by simple graphic connections and definition of type and 

properties of relation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 94: Example for physical-based work item segregation (Uniformat) 
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Second level methodology 

After methodology if defined on the first level, user is able to enter in every individual “chapter “and 

to define construction logic within that group of works. In our basic example Standard foundations, 

user will define construction sequence blinding concrete → waterproofing works → formwork 

preparation → reinforcement installation → concrete pouring → concrete finishing works. So 

basically, user is defining order of works within typical groups of works. 

See also example below which represents typical logic of second level methodology within concrete 

beams group of works. It has logical sequence Formwork-Reinforcement works-concrete pouring-

concrete finishing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 95: Example for material-based work items segregation (Masterformat) 

After we define proper sequence and relations between groups of works (Uniformat classification) and 

within every group (Masterformat classification) we have complete methodology ready for Creation 

Template definition.  

 Note: Within construction methodology, it is possible to define construction sequence on only one 

level without defining second level relations. In this case automatically generated schedule will be less 

detailed and less precise but still accurate and practical for progress tracking and planning.  
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The creation process of a new methodology is described below. 

Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the 

Methodology Editor command. → In the Methodology Editor window click on the New Methodology 

command and in the New Methodology window define the name and the classification of the 

methodology and finish the process by clicking on the OK button. → On the upper right side of the 

Methodology Editor, click on the arrow beside the New Item button and select the option Linked.→ In 

the Methodology Item Cost Items window choose a classification or a cost item. → Finish the process 

by clicking on the OK button. → To add additional items, follow the steps for new items creation and 

then Save the created methodology. After creating methodology items, you are able to define relations 

between them. 

Note: Created Methodology can be edited, copied or deleted after we have created it. Created 

Methodology could also be transferred between projects through Bexel Manager exchange process so 

user is able to re-use once created Methodology on future projects. 

Additional tip: Sample Methodologies, based on standard model categories could be found on Bexel 

User Area. 

 

 

Picture 96: Creating a new Construction Methodology  
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3.3.3.        CREATING RELATIONS 
 

Defining relations within Methodology editor is the same as in zone editor and it includes typical types 

of relations used in construction planning process. 

Types of relations between methodology and zone items are:  

• Finish → Start,  

• Start → Start,  

• Start → Finish,  

• Finish → Finish. 

After defining type of relation user is able to define lag between activities if needed like in any other 

planning process. 

Besides these basic options, Bexel Manager intelligent planning also has some specific options that 

allow user to properly structure schedule. 

One of these specific commands is Copy to children functionality which if checked, defines that 

relations will be copied from parent tasks to leaf tasks. That means that if you define relation between 

two groups of works, let’s say as Finish-start relation that means that second group of works will start 

only after first is completed, but if you check Copy to children functionality, that means that relation 

will be copied to tasks in lower hierarchy, which means that second group of works will start after first 

group is completed in first construction zone on the lowest floor and not after it is completed on the 

whole project. In this way you can have complex automatically generated schedule with numerous 

relations defined only with few clicks in in methodology editor. 

Another important functionality that is a part of Copy to children relation is an option to label certain 

relation as Constructive and define Constructive Offset. This means that due to the nature of certain 

works some activities cannot start before some other activity is completed even though that activity is 

within different construction zone or level. (For example, this relation prevents floor slab on a second 

floor to be executed before beams on a first floor are completed. In BIM modeling and computer logic, 

beams of the first floor and slab on the second floor are in the different spatial zones due to model 

division by levels and therefore should be independent during schedule generation, but in reality, 

these elements are dependent in execution, so this relation moves dependence of elements between 

different model levels. In this case, Constructive Offset will be set as 1 in finish start relation between 

beams and slabs which means slab execution can start only after beams in previous level are completed 

which means that relation between construction zones (in this case levels) has an offset and 

establishes relation between different zones which is not the case in regular Copy to children relation. 

Note: When using Constructive offset function between groups of works, the same option has to be 

checked on relations between construction zones in zone editor where this relation will be applied. In 

our example above, that means that Constructive offset would have to be checked in all relations 

between building Storeys. 
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The process of defining relations between zone items and between methodology items is done in the 

same way.  → Drag the arrow from one item to another and a relation will be created. → To edit the 

relation just define information in the Methodology or Zone Item Relation Information, which is 

activated by clicking on the relation line.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 97: Creating relations between zone and methodology items  
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3.4.        CREATING TEMPLATE 
 

After we have completed step 4, we have all necessary for step 5 creation modules to assemble 

Creation template and generate our schedule. 

 

Creation template is based on previously created Methodologies and Construction zones. Intelligent 

planning engine combines creation rules specified in Methodology and Zones and automatically 

generates schedule based on planner’s defined logic. 

This is schematic map of Creation Template generation process. Zones and Methodologies should be 

established in a proper way in order to generate schedule with a proper structure. The first step in 

Creation template is zone distribution by building (if the project has only one building this level is not 

required) → the next level is Methodology Level 01 → it is followed by Methodology Level 02 (this 

level is optional and simpler schedules could be created without second level Methodology) → after 

methodology is defined Creation template requires spatial distribution rules. It is defined by vertical 

spatial distribution (Building Storeys) first → and then horizontal spatial distribution, Construction 

sequence (Building phases). User only has to put Zones and Methodologies in right order and doesn’t 

have to define any relations between them, scheduling engine will automatically integrate creation 

rules defined by user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 98: Schematic representation of Bexel Manager Intelligent Planning Engine 
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Activate the Schedule tab, which is placed in the left upper corner of the screen. → Click on the 

Creation Template command. → In the Creation Template Manager window click on the New 

command and in the Creation Template Editor window define the name of the template. → Afterwards 

click on the New and chose option Reference Children Based. → The Reference Objects window opens 

where we define the items which will compose the template. The template should be composed in 

above mentioned order with Building zones first → Followed by Methodology Level 01 and level 02 → 

and spatial distribution at the end with Building Levels before Construction Phases→Finish the process 

by clicking on the OK button.   

Note: The Creation Template can be edited, copied or deleted after we have created it.  

Picture 99: Creating a new Template 
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3.5.        CREATING A NEW SHEDULE BASED ON METHODOLOGY AND ZONES  
 

Step 6 will finally give us the basis for functional 4D/5D analysis. We will cover creation of automatically 

generated schedule, its optimization and editing.  

After we have created Methodologies, Zones and finaly assembled Creation template, we are moving 

on to a new schedule which will be created based on Creation template according to process explained 

in previous chapter.  

In the Schedule Editor create a new schedule. → In schedule tasks list right-click on the first line of 

active blank schedule. → Select the command New Task where you chose option Creation Wizard. → 

In the Creation wizard window click on the Template command and chose option Load. → In the Select 

Creation Template window chose a certain template and click on the OK button. → The schedule is 

created and can be seen in the Schedule Editor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 100: Creating a schedule based on methodology and zones 

Note: In this chapter we have presented workflow for intelligent creation of optimized construction 

schedule (LOB optimized) through right combination of construction Zones and creation 

Methodologies. Intelligent scheduling engine could be also used for creation of schedules optimized in 

a different way using Zones and Methodologies in different order, or grouping elements only by Zones 

through Creation Rule command. These alternative workflows would give you less optimized 

schedules and will require additional manual adjustments but are legitimate way for partial 

automation of traditional schedule creation process. 
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3.5.1     SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION 
 

Automatically created schedule is organized as a series of tasks of uniform duration set by user (most 

commonly one working week). Majority of schedule is perfectly balanced and optimized but on the 

most projects it will certainly require some additional optimization effort by Planner. In order to clearly 

analyze performance of created schedule, construction planner is able to check schedule in classic 

Gantt diagram, LOB (Line of Ballance) flowline diagram (according to which automatically generated 

schedule is optimized) and Logic diagram. The Planner is also able to check some basic performance 

parameters of created schedule by clicking on the parent task and choosing Task Report option. In 

Task Report user is able to see charts representing cost, material, labor and equipment distribution 

during project execution. Planner can easily identify anomalies in resource use and adjust schedule in 

order to optimize it. 

This could be also done for every task or parent task in schedule, so user is able to analyze project 

performance by any parameter for every single task in schedule. 

Changes in schedule could be executed easily with the help of selection tool which on the right click 

on the task allows you to select Parent Tasks, Leaf tasks or elements linked to that task or multiple 

tasks, so any changes could be applied to all selected tasks at once. Planner is able to adjust durations 

and relations between tasks in the same way as in any traditional scheduling tool after automatically 

created schedule structure is defined. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 101: Selection and editing of schedule   
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3.5.2     RESOURCE LEVELING 
 

Uniform structure of construction tasks in automatically generated schedule in general allows for more 

optimal use of resources, but in some specific groups of works that are labor-intensive or expensive 

this could demand high number of workers or budget expenses in short period of time. This is clearly 

visible in Task report charts that display average levels of cost, labor, materials and equipment. Manual 

adjustments for such a complex project parameter would be challenging so in Bexel Manager, planners 

are able to use specific Resource leveling tool. With this tool user is able to define maximum available 

number of certain resource (for example number of labors for specific discipline), apply it to a specific 

task or whole schedule and program will automatically extend duration for such tasks to compensate 

for limited amount of available resources. This will allow planner to create schedule with maximum 

efficiency and fully optimize available resources and reduce additional costs and mitigate risks on the 

project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 102: Resource leveling process   
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3.6.        SCHEDULE ANIMATION  
 

The final step, step 7 represents the animation of the schedule which the Bexel Manager software 

creates automatically while creating a schedule based on zones and methodologies. To review an 

animation of a certain schedule, the Schedule Animation and the Schedule Viewer tab should be 

activated.  The process is written below.  

Choose a certain schedule in the drop-down menu within the Schedule Editor tab. → Activate the 
Schedule Viewer and the Schedule Animation tab. → There are two options in the Display window in 
Schedule Animation tab, choose option Task and then click on the Play button to start the animation. 

Additional tip: Bexel Manager enables the creation of an animation within the Scenes and Animations 

tabs for a better representation of a project. For this purpose, you can create a standard animation 

and then convert it to the schedule animation.  

Note: Any change in the existing schedule will be shown in the animation of the schedule after the 

update of the schedule which is done within the Schedule Editor tab.  

 

3.6.1.     SCHEDULE ANIMATION SETTINGS 
 

For the purpose of 

editing the settings of 

the schedule 

animation, activate the 

Options command 

which is placed in the 

upper right corner of 

the Schedule Animation 

tab. Within the 

Schedule Animation 

Settings window, you 

can edit General 

information, Animation 

Task etc. Picture 98: 

Editing a task. 

Picture 103: Schedule Animation Settings  

In the tab General, user is able to define Duration, Frame rate, Start Date and Finish Date of animation. 

This will determine dynamic settings of video. 

Field Interval defines intervals of progress update in animation and it could be Hourly, Daily, Weekly 

or Monthly with option to specify duration of intervals for progress update. This tab also has an option 

to skip non-working intervals in order to speed up your animation. 

Animation tasks tab defines which properties should be displayed in schedule animation window. 

Group of commands on the right side of window refers to color coding and display settings of elements 

in animation where user is able to define distinction between elements in progress and completed 

elements, to color-code elements by schedule tasks or to make a distinction for incomplete or 

elements on a critical path.  
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3.6.2.     SCHEDULE ANIMATION EXPORT 

 

The animation can be exported like a video or in the different image files format like for example PNG, 

JPG, GIF and BMP. To export the animation, follow the steps below.  

Click on the Export button. → Within the Export Schedule Animation define the Export type: Image or 

Video. → Depending on the export type, define other parameters. → If needed, also define an export 

of certain frames and visual settings. → Finish the process by clicking on the Export button. → In the 

Save As window define the location of the file and finish the process by clicking on the Save button.  

In the previous section we have demonstrated the first workflow and the tools that where needed for 

to create a 4D/5D schedule. The second workflow consists from importing a schedule from different 

software and linking tasks of the schedule with the elements of the BIM model.  

EXAMPLE 2: How to create a 4D BIM model on the basis of the schedule created in another software? 

In practice this question often occurs while performing a quality control of the model for the purpose 

of internal or external control, while creating a 4D/5D animation and also for the purpose of optimizing 

a schedule done in another software. To answer the stated question above, a process of various steps 

should be followed. These steps are:   

STEP 1: Import of the plan and the model in the Bexel Manager platform.                                                                                          
STEP 2: The review of the property on which the linking of the elements with the activities of the 
model is based                
STEP 3: Creating smart selection sets for the purpose of linking the model with the schedule.                      
STEP 4: Linking selection sets with the schedule.                                                                                  
STEP 5: Editing existing schedule if necessary,                             
STEP 6: Creating a 4D animation  

 

3.7.  IMPORT AND EXPORT OF THE SCHEDULE   
 

For the import of the schedule in the XML. file format made in for example, MS Project or Primavera, 

please activate the Schedule Editor placed on the bottom of the Bexel Manager screen and follow the 

process described below.  

 

Click on the New Schedule command to create a new schedule within the Schedule Editor tab. → 

Define Name, add Description if needed and click on the OK button. → Click on the Import command 

and choose option from MS Project. → Afterwards a window is opened where you choose a certain 

file and finish the step by clicking on the OK button. →  In the Schedule Import Wizard window choose 

the settings that suit the schedule and finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  

 

Note: Within the Bexel User Area you can find samples of schedules created in MS Project and 

Primavera in an appropriate format file, which can be imported as it is described in the process above.  

https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Fweb%2F
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Picture 104: The import of a Schedule  

Note: The imported schedule can be analyzed in Bexel Manager in different views, for example Logic 

or Gantt. You can find the commands in the upper right corner of the Schedule Editor tab. To activate 

the view of the schedule throughout the whole screen, click the command Pop Out next to the 

commands Logic, Gant and LOB. To deactivate the command Pop Out, click on the Pop In button.  

Picture 105: Import Settings window                          
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During the process off importing the schedule from a different software, for example, MS Project an 

Import Settings window occurs, where we can define different setting of the imported schedule.  

In the Working Hour Lag Calendar drop-down menu, we can define, which calendar we apply to the 

import process.  

In the Task Constraint priority, we can define what kind of relations will be set between tasks: As Soon 

As Possible or As Late as Possible. Also, you can check or uncheck boxes for options Force Imported 

Dates, Import Progress and Import Last Entered Date, which depends on the purpose of the use of 

imported schedule. Another useful option is that you can define which properties will be imported 

within the Custom Task Fields.   

 

3.8. CALENDARS  
 

Regardless of how we have incorporated the schedule in the Bexel Manager environment, we can 

create new, import or edit the existing calendar of the schedule. One calendar can be assigned to 

whole schedule or only to one task or a certain group of tasks.  

 

3.8.1.    CREATING A NEW CALENDAR  
 

To create a new calendar, please follow the steps bellow.  

Click on the Calendars button on the right side of Schedule Editor palette. → Within the Calendar Editor 

click on the New button and define the name of the calendar. → In the Working Hours tab define the 

duration of the working day and also working week by defining the non-working days. → Finish the 

process by clicking the Save button. 

 Picture 106: Creating a new calendar    

Note: To rename the calendar click on the Rename button within the Calendar Editor window and 

define the new name. 
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3.8.2.   ADDING EXCEPTIONS TO CALENDAR  
 

To add exceptions to the calendar, like for example a holiday, please follow the steps bellow.  

Click on the Calendars button. → Within the Calendar Editor activate the Exceptions tab and click on 

the New command. → Within the Calendar Exception Editor define the parameters and click on the 

OK button to finish the process. → Afterwards click on the OK button to save the exception.  

Picture 107: Adding exceptions    

Note: After adding an exception, you can either delete or edit it and add new one within the Calendar 

Exceptions Editor.  
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3.9.  SETTINGS  
 

Schedule settings can be defined within the Schedule settings window, which we can activate by 

clicking on the Settings button located on the right side of the Schedule Editor palette. The window is 

divided in three tabs Time, Animation and Colors. On the picture below the Time tab is demonstrated, 

where you can define basic time information like for example First Day of the Week, Project Start and 

Finish Date, Default Task Duration, Working Hour Lag Calendar and Task Constraint Priority.  To activate 

the Schedule settings, please follow the steps bellow.  

Settings → Time tab within the Schedule Settings window.  

Picture 108: Adding exceptions    

By importing the schedule in the Bexel Manager, we have covered step 1. To create a 4D model the 

model we work on has to be linked to the schedule. Before doing that, a very important step 2 follows, 

where we check if the model elements contain a property on the basis of which we can unambiguously 

link the activities of the schedule with the elements.  This step can be done by using a Custom 

Breakdown tool, where we create a custom breakdowns structure on the basis of an Unformat 

property.  The elements that do not have a property Unformat will not be linked to the schedule. 

 

3.9.1.       CREATING A CUSTOM BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
 

Click on the New button. → Choose option Blank Custom Breakdown. → In the Name section we enter 

a name. → In the Type section we choose option Buildings and bellow mark Building 01. → Click on 

the button Use Selection. → Click on the arrow beside the icon Add Breakdown Rule and then choose 

rule Group by Discrete Property. → A window Select Discrete Property opens where we choose 

attribute Unformat.  

Note: The processes of creating a custom breakdown structure for the purpose of the property check 

have been explained in detail in the chapter 2.3.2. Property checks with Custom Breakdowns.  
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The step 3 covers the process of creating smart selection sets. In our case we would create smart 

selection set on the basis of the value of Unformat property so later we can link the created selection 

sets with a certain task in the schedule. For example, if the task in the schedule is named A1010130 

Pile Caps, a smart selection set with this name will be linked to the mentioned task and will contain 

elements with Unformat property value A1010130. You can see now how elements that do not have 

the proper value for a certain property can become an issue.  

Note: The processes of creating a smart selection sets have been explained in detail in the chapter 

2.3.4. Creating Smart Selection sets.  

 

3.10.     LINKING SCHEDULE TASKS WITH THE MODEL  

 

So, now we have already imported the schedule and created smart selection sets. The step 4 covers 
linking elements with the tasks from the schedule which enables creation of a schedule animation. 
Linking elements to the schedule tasks is done within the Task Rules Editor, which is activated by 
clicking on the Rules button. Within the Task Rules Editor there are two important commands. The first 
one is Creation Rule where we define the type of the link. The second one is the Link Rule where we 
define which elements, buildings, building storey, categories, families, selection sets etc. of the model 
will be linked to a certain task of the schedule. To link the model with the schedule properly a user has 
to link them subsequently meaning that first a parent task is linked to, for example, a folder that 
represents an upper level, afterwards a leaf task will be linked to a selection set which is in that folder 
on a lower level and so on. While linking the tasks and elements the levels and orders have to be 
obliged. To complete this process, please follow the steps bellow. 

 

3.10.1.         MANUALLY LINKING SELECTED ELEMENTS WITH TASKS OF THE SCHEDULE 

  
In the drop-down menu next to the New Schedule button activate a certain schedule. → Click on the 

Rules command, which is placed in the right upper corner of the Schedule Editor. → A Task Rules Editor 

window is opened and first click on the Expand All button to see all tasks of the schedule. → Afterwards 

click on the Link Rule button and in the drop-down menu chose Add command and in the next window 

Include option. → A Reference object window opens where we chose the type of elements we want 

to link with the task and finish the process by clicking on the OK button. → In the next step define the 

Link Rule for every single task of the schedule. → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button. → 

The final step is to update the schedule by clicking on the Update command.  

 

 Warning: The changes that we have applied on the schedule will appear only after the update of the 

schedule, so do not forget on this very important step.   

 

Note: Within the Bexel User Area you can find a MS Project schedule, which can be further one used 

to link selected elements with the tasks of the schedule using the process stated above.   

 

https://accounts.bexelconsulting.com/web/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Fweb%2F
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Picture 109: Linking model with schedule     

 

3.10.2.         LINKING MULTIPLE ELEMENTS WITH MULTIPLE TASKS  

 

The number of tasks that the schedule contains depends on the size of the project. So, the grater the 

project is the more tasks it will obtain. In order to link the schedule quicker and more effective, a 

function Map can be used within the Task Rules Editor under the Link Rule command. That allows us 

to link numerous tasks with multiple elements, by that we mean categories, families, storey buildings, 

levels, folders etc. in an instant, but the only condition is that the tasks and the selected elements have 

identical name. All other steps of the procedure are the same as described in the section 3.4.1. stated 

above.  

In case you were linking elements only to children tasks by any workflow described in previous chapters 

and you don’t have parent tasks in your selection set structure or mapping rule for parent tasks, you 

can automatically distribute elements linked to children to corresponding parent tasks following these 

simple steps: 

 

Go to Task Link Rules Editor with the click on the arrow next to Rules command on Schedule Editor 

command line → In Task Link Rules Editor window, right click to a parent task where you want to apply 

auto-distribute from children tasks. → Select Link Rule. → Distribute to Parent Task and all elements 

linked to children tasks will be automatically linked to selected parent tasks as well. → Click OK to save 

changes in Link Rules Editor. 
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Picture 110: Auto-distribute linked elements to Parent tasks     

 

3.10.3.        ADDING NEW TASKS, EDITING EXISTING TASKS AND ADDING RELATIONS 

 

As the project develops it is common that changes appear and new adjustments have to be 

incorporated, which also reflects on the schedule. We have already covered first four steps and now 

we will move to step 5 that covers editing schedule by adding new tasks or relations or editing existing 

ones.  

3.10.4.        ADDING NEW TASKS 
 

To add new task, first click on the task under which the activity will be formed. There are three different 

types of tasks you can add and there are: Blank, Milestone and Linked. The first one is a blank activity 

where you can afterwards add different elements. The second one is Milestone, an activity that does 

not have a duration and the last one is Linked activity where we add selected elements during the 

creation of the activity. The process for adding new activities is the same regardless of the type of task. 

To add a blank activity, please follow the steps bellow.  

First click on the activity under which the new task will be formed. → Then click on the New Task 

button and chose option Blank. → Add a name of the blank task in the Name window. → Finish the 

process by clicking on the OK button.  

 

  

 

Picture 111: Creating a new blank task 
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3.10.5.        EDITING A TASK AND RELATIONS 
 

In this section we will edit the blank activity we have created above. For executing this process, follow 

the steps bellow.  

Click on the task you would like to edit and then click on the Task Editor command. → A Task Editor 

window opens, where you can edit various parameters of the task. → To change the name of the task, 

just add a new name in the Name window. → To edit duration of the task, please enter a valid duration 

in the Duration window within the Time tab. → To edit the relations between the tasks activate the 

Relations tab and then click on the New button where you chose option Predecessor to determine 

which task will be executed before the editing task and Successor to determine which task follows 

afterwards in the New Task Relation. → To finish the process, click on the OK button.  

 Picture 112: Editing a task 

Note: The duration of the task can be edited by changing the duration of the leaf task, which is the 

task on the lowest level, but by doing that the duration of parent tasks also automatically prolongs if 

we have determined relations between certain tasks. 
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3.11.     PROGRESS TRACKING  
 

When the work on the construction site begins, the process of progress tracking commences. In Bexel 

Manager environment, this is done within the Schedule Editor tab with the help of Progress command. 

In this chapter, we will demonstrate the workflow of entering the progress for specific period which 

can be done in several ways, for example, entering progress manually, entering progress with created 

selection sets and afterwards comparing two schedules to evaluate the progress and possible delays. 

Bexel Manger offers Project Manager an overview of all important project parameters and gives an 

opportunity to constantly analyze project performance by quick Planned vs. Actual analyses and 

comparison charts for all important project data within Bexel Manager reporting engine and Power Bi 

export. Project Manager is able to easily monitor and report progress data to all stakeholders. 

 

3.11.1.         ENTERING PROGRESS MANUALLY 
 

To enter progress manually for a specific period, please follow the process below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 113: Entering progress manually 
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Activate Schedule Editor and choose a certain schedule in the drop-down menu next to the New 

Schedule command and make a duplicate. This is done in order to keep initial schedule as a Baseline 

for progress assessment (Planned vs. Actual analysis)→ Click on the Progress command on the right 

side of the Schedule Editor tab. → Within the Schedule Progress Editor click on the New button. → 

Progress Entry Editor window opens where we first define in the Range section the period for which 

we will monitor the construction. → Click on the arrow beside the Add button and in the drop-down 

menu choose option Planned to review all activities that are planned in this specific period. → Click on 

an activity and then on the command Mark As where you can choose different options. → Choose 

option Planned to define that the activity was executed according to schedule. → Afterwards click on 

the OK button. → In the Schedule Progress Editor window enter the last day of the monitoring period 

in the Last Entered Date box and click on the green tick icon next to the box. → Close the window.   

The Last Entered Date is very important command because it defines when the information from 

certain Progress entries will be actually imported into schedule and initiate schedule re-calculation 

based on real progress data. For example, if you have multiple contractors on site, or different 

supervisors tracking progress for different disciplines in the same period of time, all progress entries 

from all participants should be entered for certain control period (most likely week or month) and after 

all progress data for that period is updated, Last Entered Date should be confirmed and schedule re-

calculated. After update, Last Entered Date practically becomes the date from which we will monitor 

progress in the next period without possibility to change already entered progress information. In this 

way progress information is kept relevant for all stakeholders.  

 

Warning: After Last Entered Date is updated, no progress data for any period before that date could 

be entered anymore. So it is highly important to update Last Entered Date only after all progress data 

for certain control period, from all participants is updated in Progress editor tab.  

 

3.11.2.         ENTERING PROGRESS WITH SELECTION SETS 
 

Tracking progress can also be done with the help of created selection sets. This process can be done in 

various ways. The selection set can be created so that we first find elements that are linked to a certain 

task and then isolate them in the viewport. Afterwards, we manually select elements that where 

constructed in the last period and create a selection set. Further, we use the same selection set, to 

enter progress. This process is described in detail below.  

 

3.11.2.1.         CREATING A SELECTION SET 

 

Choose a certain task in the schedule within the Gantt view. → Click on the Selection command and 

choose option Select elements. → Click with the right click in the viewport and in the drop-down menu 

choose option Isolate and the Selected elements. → Use a Selection regime tool to select elements 

that were finished in the defined period. → Activate the Selection Sets tab and click on the New 

Selection Set button. → In the Create New Selection Set window define the name of the selection set. 
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Picture 114: Creating a selection set to enter progress  

Now we have created a selection set of elements that will be used for entering progress and the 

process is stated below.  

 

3.11.2.2.         ENTERING PROGRESS WITH SELECTION SETS  

 

Activate Schedule Editor and choose a certain schedule in the drop-down menu next to the New 

Schedule command. → Click on the Progress command on the right side of the Schedule Editor tab. → 

Within the Schedule Progress Editor click on the New button. → Progress Entry Editor window opens 

where we first define, in the Range section, the period for which we will monitor the construction. → 

Click on the arrow beside the Add button and in the drop-down menu choose option From Selection 

Set. → In the Elements completed percentage box within the Selection Sets and folders window enter 

a number which defines the percentage of the executed elements in the selection set and choose a 

certain selection set, afterwards click on the OK button. → In the Progress Entry Editor, the progress 

of chosen activities will be displayed.  
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Example of progress entry log and Progress Tracking selection sets could be seen in Bexel Manager 

Sample model in Schedule Progress Editor (Progress log) and Progress Tracking – Actual progress 

selection set folder where all entries are sorted by week and month and contain elements executed 

during control period. This sample progress entry was executed by selection sets entering progress 

process described above. 

Note: The selection set we have created for entering progress can contain all elements of one task or 

only those that were executed in a certain period. For the process described above we have created a 

selection set with elements from one task that were already constructed in a certain period. The 

Elements completed percentage within the Selection sets and folders window depends on whether 

you have selected all elements form a certain task or only those that were completed.  

Picture 115: Entering progress with selection sets   
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Note: In the Selection Set and Folders window next to the Elements completed percentage there is an 

Add all Activities box, which enables the user to check which activities will be shown in the Progress 

Entry Editor. 

  

Picture 116: Option Add all Activities within the Selection Set and Folders window   

 

3.11.2.3.         ENTERING PROGRESS WITH SELECTION SETS FOR ACTIVITIES THAT WERE NOT 

PLANNED IN THE CERTAIN PERIOD 

 

How to enter progress for those activities that were not planned for this specific period of 

construction?        

                                                   

During the construction period it often occurs that tasks are not executed according to schedule. Some 

tasks are running late and some are executed sooner than planned. To enter progress for those 

activities that are not planned for certain period, but are still performed during its lifetime, follow the 

steps below.  

Activate Schedule Editor and choose a certain schedule in the drop-down menu next to the New 

Schedule command. → Click on the Progress command on the right side of the Schedule Editor tab. → 

Within the Schedule Progress Editor click on the New button. → Progress Entry Editor window opens 

where we first define in the Range section the period for which we will monitor the construction. → 

Click on the arrow beside the Add button and in the drop-down menu choose option From Selection 

Set. → In the Elements completed percentage box within the Selection Sets and folder window enter 

a number which defines the percentage of the executed elements in the selection set and choose a 

certain selection set, afterwards click on the OK button. → In the Progress Entry Editor right click 

individually on each activity that in the Working hours column has the value 0. → In the drop-down 

menu choose option Working Hours and then Edit command. → In the Edit Working Hours window 

define duration for each activity and then click on the OK button. → In the Progress Entry Editor click 

on the Mark As command and afterwards Set Actual from Selection sets. → In the Selection Sets and 

Folders window select the selection set and finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  
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Note: If you click on the arrow next to the Set Working Hours command in the Edit Working Hours 

Window, an option Initialize Based On Calendar will appear. This command will set the working hours 

according the calendar that we have defined for this project. 

 

 

Picture 117: Entering progress for activities that are not planned in the monitored range 
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3.11.3.         ANALYZING THE PROGRESS  
 

The Planner is able to precisely analyze project performance by comparing Baseline schedule (Master 

schedule created before project execution and copied to serve as a baseline for comparison) with 

Actual schedule which is updated with progress information and automatically updated and re-

calculated accordingly. This command is available in Gantt schedule view where user is able to define 

baseline schedule for comparison in drop-down menu Compare With and see two schedules in the 

same Gantt diagram. To use this command, it is very important that you duplicate a schedule before 

the begging of monitoring progress and proceed as follows:  

In the drop-down menu choose the actual plan within the Schedule Editor tab. → Click on Compare 

With command and in the drop-down menu choose a schedule that you would like be compared to 

the first one. → The result can be analyzed in the Gantt view. 

Besides Gantt, user is able to analyze all essential performance parameters of two schedules by clicking 

on the parent task of active schedule and choosing Task Report option. Task Report contains 

comparison charts representing cost, material, labor and equipment distribution during project 

execution of two schedules. Planner is able to easily identify deviations from planned progress, to see 

detailed forecast of duration and resources distribution based on entered progress data and to identify 

and asses risks related to progress delays. 

 

Note: For additional analyses you can export both schedule animation and review the situation within 

the animation on a specific day. The second option is to click on the schedule within the schedule editor 

tab and click on the Task Report command. Within this command you can also compare different 

schedules for a specific period of time. This option is illustrated below. 

 

Picture 118: Additional comparison of two schedules using the Task Report command 

1 2 
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For a more detailed project analyses, project manager is able to add columns with additional 

information within Gantt diagram and in that way compare certain project parameters for every single 

task on the project. For example, Project manager is able do add column Baseline Cost and Actual Cost 

in Gantt diagram and compare cost changes for every task in project schedule. This could be achieved 

by simple steps listed below: 

In the drop-down menu choose the actual plan within the Schedule Editor tab. → Right-Click on any 

schedule task. → Select option Insert Column and choose parameters that you want to have listed in 

Gantt diagram for comparison analysis. 

 

3.11.4.         REPORTING PROGRESS  
 

Bexel Manger reporting engine offers wide range of reporting tools for progress reporting and state of 

the art progress control. Within Task report window, Project Manager is able to control all project 

parameters related to progress, cost and resources distribution during execution. It is also able to 

compare parameters from different schedules, to easily make Planned vs. Actual analyses and control 

parameters for any task, group of tasks or whole schedule. User also has possibility to export data to 

excel through predefined report templates in Excel format containing Progress percentage analyses, 

Cumulative cost, Material, Labor, Equipment and Activity cost information and charts. Exported 

templates contain all progress information on the project so user has an opportunity to develop 

reports and analyses specifically tailored to its needs and requirements of the project. Templates are 

open for adjustments and customization.  

One of important reporting feature is also ability to export Monthly certificate document prepared and 

properly formatted or detailed Progress entry in excel format directly from Schedule editor in a few 

simple steps: 

Click Export button on Schedule Editor command line. → Select Export to Excel (Activities) -for Monthly 

certificate document, or Export to Excel (Progress) for a detailed progress entry document. → Define 

control period (filter non-working intervals and progress entry period), most likely specific month for 

Monthly certificate. → And click OK for completion and save Excel file.  

In this way you can produce very important project coordination documents in a matter of seconds 

and be able to timely report progress and provide valuable information to all stakeholders. 

Besides basic parameters analyses in Task report, user can report progress by exporting to MS project, 

Primavera or Synchro file format in case it should be shared with stakeholder using these planning 

tools. 
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3.11.4.1.         REPORTING PROGRESS USING POWER BI 
 

Besides Bexel Manger reporting engine and predefined report templates in Excel format containing all 

essential data and progress analyses (Progress percentage, Earned Value analysis, Monthly certificate, 

Cumulative Cost data, etc.) accompanied by detailed comparison charts, progress information could 

be also exported to Microsoft Power Bi platform following these steps: 

 

Choose Manage tab and select Export to Power BI Report tool. Clicking on that button, whole project 

is being published to Power BI file and user is able to analyze progress results through Desktop or Web 

platform.    
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4. 6D BIM MODEL  
 

In the final chapter of this document we will delve into creating a 6D BIM model in Bexel Manager 

environment. The 6D BIM model is a digital twin of the as-built project. It not only contains the as-built 

documentation on which it is modeled, but it also contains all documentation that is needed in the 

process of facility management, for example, certificates, instructions for use, guaranties and so on, 

which is summon in the document registry. The registry can be integrated in the BIM model though 

the file, which causes the model to take up more of the computer memory, or it can be linked to the 

model but located on an online premise. In the latter case, the model is smaller but the access to the 

document registry deepens on internet reliability. Like before, to describe the workflow of creating a 

6D BIM model, we will divide the process in several steps which are stated below. For additional 

information, please review the Manual.  

STEP 1: Creating selection sets for the purpose of linking the documentation with the BIM model. 

STEP 2: Creating a new property for the purpose of facility maintenance.      

STEP 3: Creating a document registry in the Documents palette.        

STEP 4: Linking documents with elements of the BIM model.          

STEP 5: Adding plans and contracts.            

STEP 6: Creating reports.  

 

4.1. CREATING SELECTION SETS FOR THE PURPOSE OF LINKING DOCUMETATITON 

WITH THE BIM MODEL 

 

The step 1 covers the introduction of selection sets and its creation for the purpose of linking the BIM 

elements to a certain document within the document registry. Selection sets can be created manually 

with the use of different tools like selection regime, or based on certain rules by which we create smart 

selection sets for example, we have instruction for use for a certain model of heat pump and want to 

link specific elements of the BIM model with a certain documentation. We will create a selection set, 

which will contain the model elements that represent the heat pump, and afterwards link created 

selection set with documents. The process is the same for linking any type of documents with any type 

of elements of the BIM model. For further instructions about creating selection sets, please review the 

chapter 2.3.4. Creating smart Selection sets within the chapter 2.3. Review of the Database of the 

model.  

 

4.2. CREATING A NEW PROPERTY 

 

In the chapter 2.3.1.1. Adding property within the chapter 2.3.1. Properties analysis we described the 

process of adding a property, which represents the step 2.  This process can be useful while adding, 

for example, new information like property, within the Properties palette to a certain apartment in a 

building for the purpose of the facility maintenance. This new information can be a name of the tenants 

which can be also afterwards edited if new tenants occur.  So, to add a new property you can either 

create a selection set of elements and add the new property to the selection set or add a new property 

to any other group of selected elements. 
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4.3. CREATING A DOCUMENT REGISTRY IN THE DOCUMENTS PALETTE 

 

Document registry within the Documents palette is placed on the right side of the screen. Creation of 

Document registry represents the step 3. It allows the user to link additional documentation to 

selected elements in two different ways. The first one is to create a link to selected elements, which 

means that the additional documentation is not integrated into the model. That means that we add a 

link but documents are not embedded to an element and a user can access to the documentation 

depending on the internet connection reliability. The second way is to embed the additional data to a 

model, but the size of the model grows we add more documentation. Because the data is embedded, 

we can access to it regardless of the of internet accessibility. To add documents to selected elements 

follow the process below.  

Select elements in the viewport or in the Building Explorer palette. → Activate the Documents palette. 

→ Click on the New Document command within the Documents palette. → In the drop-down option 

first choose option File Document and in the Add Linked Document(s) window click on the Add button 

to choose the files you want to add. → If you want the documents to integrate into a model, just check 

the Embed files in project box. → Finish the process by clicking on the OK button.  

 

Picture 119: Linking documents to selected elements  

 

4.4. FACILITY MAINTENACE  

 

We have covered steps 1,2 and 3 as we have created selection sets that can be linked to a certain 

documentation, added additional properties and added documents to documents registry, which is 

the basis for creating a 6D as-built model. Now we are moving on to step 4 where we create contracts 

and plans that are crucial for the facility maintenance phase. Log in is needed to activate the Facility 

maintenance tab, which is placed in the left lower corner of Bexel Manager software. You can add 

contract, plan or entry.  A plan describes a maintenance position like, for example, a monthly elevator 

check. The dates when this activity will be performed are plan events and an entry represents a 

completed activity on a certain date at any level. To create a contract, please follow the steps below.  
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4.4.1. CREATING CONTRACT, PLAN AND ENTRY 
 

 

Activate the Facility Maintenance tab, which is located at the bottom of the screen. → Click the arrow 

next to the New command in the toolbar palette and select the Contract option. → The Contract Editor 

window will open, which contains three commands: General, Notes and Documents. → First, we define 

the name of the contract in the Name field. →In the Calendar field, we define the calendar type. → In 

the Start Date field, we define the date when the contract becomes effective. → In the Finish Date 

field, we define the date until the contract is valid. → In the Recurrence Pattern field, we define the 

repetition interval. → Under Type, we define whether the task of a contract is at a daily, weekly, 

monthly or annual level. → Based on the selected repetition interval, we define when this task will 

take place. → In the Company Info field, we enter the information about the company which we made 

the contract with. →In the Notes field, we enter various comments and in the Documents field we can 

add additional documents. → Finish the process by clicking the Save or Save and Close button.   

Picture 120: Creating contract within the Facility Maintenance tab 

 

Note: To edit or delete a contract, first choose a certain contract from the list and then click on the 

Edit or Delete command.  

 

To create a Plan within the Facility Maintenance tab, please follow the steps below.  

 

Activate the Facility Maintenance tab. → Click on the arrow next to the New command in the toolbar 

palette and select the Plan command. → The Plan Editor window will open, which contains General, 

Notes, Document and Viewpoints tabs. →First, in the Name field, we define the position name. →Then 

in the Assign To field, we define who is assigned for the implementation of this task. →In the Start 

Date and Finish Date fields, specify the period in which the task is performed. → In the Recurrence 

Pattern field, we define the repetition interval. → Under Type we define whether the task of a plan is 

at a daily, weekly, monthly or annual level. → Based on the selected repetition interval, we define 

when this task will repeat. → In the Notes field, we enter various comments. →  Finish the process by 

clicking the Save or Save and Close button.   

1 
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Picture 121: Creating a plan within the Facility Maintenance tab 

 

Note: To edit or delete a plan, first choose a certain plan from the list and then click on the Edit or 

Delete command.  

 

As we have described a process of creating a contract and plan, we will now describe a process of 

creating an entry. An entry can be created on any level and defines when, for example a certain plan 

event was completed whether it was planned or not.   

 

 

Picture 122: Creating an entry within the Facility Maintenance tab 

 

Activate the Facility Maintenance tab. → Click on the arrow next to the New command in the toolbar 

palette and select the Entry command. → The Entry Editor window will open, which contains General, 

Documents and Viewpoints tabs. →First, in the Name field, we define the position name. →Then in 

the Assign To field, we define who is assigned for the implementation of this task. →In the Start Date 

and Finish Date fields, specify the period in which the task is performed. → Under Type we define 

whether the task of an entry was planned or not. → We define the Status. →  Finish the process by 

clicking the Save or Save and Close button.   

 

 

 

1 
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4.4.2. LINKING CONTRACTS AND PLANS TO SELECTED ELEMENTS  
 

In order to link selected elements with a created contract or plan, we first create the appropriate 

selection set and isolate it in the viewport or manually select certain elements. → Activate the Facility 

Maintenance tab. → Select a certain contract so that it is colored green. →With the right-click, activate 

the menu and select the Link To Selected Elements command. 

Note: To unlink selected elements from an item, just click on the command Unlink From Selected 

Elements.  

 

4.5. CREATING REPORTS 
 

In this final chapter we will represent step 5, which is creating reports. We will also describe the process 
of creating reports on web portal, which is similar to the process of creating a report within the Facility 
Maintenance plan in the Bexel Manager software. The web portal and Facility Maintenance module 
within Bexel Manager are synchronized, by that we mean that no matter what kind of a contract or a 
plan is created either in Bexel Manager or on the portal, the created contract or plan will be visible in 
both places. When the project is chosen on the web portal, 5 different tabs are visible: Projects, Plans, 
Documents, Reports and Settings. Within the Plans tab a contract, plan or an entry can be created and 
within the Documents tab files can be downloaded or added. To create a report for the activities 
planned in certain period in the future, please follow the steps below.   

Activate a certain form of a report by clicking on the Report button located in the Facility Maintenance 

tab.→ While activating the Report tab, the report will be displayed in the middle of the screen, and on 

the right side of this window you can define the period for which the report will be created. → Click 

on the Export button and choose a file format.  
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5. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

AD-HOC quantity takeoff – A quick check without generating Takeoffs.  

API (Application programming interface) – Enables the user to write C# scripts directly inside Bexel 

Manager environment.  

BCF (BIM Collaboration Format) – An open file format that allows coordination of information that 

can live completely separately from the 3D model. It contains issue descriptions, snapshots, comments, 

information about authors, creation date, linked objects, view section planes, a unique GUID and more 

around an issue without containing any model element geometry itself. 

BEP (BIM Execution Plan) – Plan prepared by the suppliers to explain how the information modelling 

aspects of a project will be carried out.  

BIM – Building information modelling - process of designing, constructing or operating a building or 

infrastructure asset using electronic object-oriented information. 

 

BIM element – Precise 3D representation of an object or part of an object that contains all additional 

attributes and information used for various BIM analyzes, simulations and estimates. BIM model 

element can be integrated with all important project documentation, which provides information on 

the items that refer to the building, including the time of construction, type of maintenance, belonging 

to the construction phases and spatial zones, and more. 

Clash Detection Job – A clash analysis between the individual model elements. 

Clash Detection Matrix – Intersects minimum required distances for each discipline defined by clash 

detection rules. 

Clash detection Rule – A type of a formula defining minimum distances and tolerances for each 

discipline that needs to be included in clash detection test.   

Classification – A standard used for classifying building specifications for a certain project.  

Classification item – A folder within a classification in Bexel Manager software that consists from other 

classification items and cost items.  

Color Coding Rule – A rule which defines coloring the results of a created Custom Breakdown structure 

placed within the Create Custom Breakdown window.  

Continuous Property – A numeric property based on which a Custom Breakdown can be created. 

Cost item – An item within Cost Editor module that contains information about price, type of quantity 

and unit of measure of elements and is created based on the classification used on a specific project. 

Custom breakdown Rule – A criteria, for example, a discrete or continuous property based on which 

the Custom Breakdown structure is created.  

Custom Breakdowns structure – A group of elements, crated by various criteria, for example, a 

discrete or continuous property within Bexel Manager software.   

Discrete Property – A non-numeric property based on which a Custom Breakdown structure can be 

created.  

Duplicate (Bounds) – A type of clash where we check whether the project has duplicate model 

elements.  
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Entry – An entry represents a completed activity on a certain date at any level within the Facility 

Maintenance module. 

5D BIM Model – BIM model, usually formed in BIM Analysis tool software by integrating cost data and 

resource needs data with the 3D or 4D BIM model on per element basis. It allows generation of Bill of 

Quantities, and when integrated with the 4D BIM model, it allows cost and time driven analysis of the 

construction process such as monthly cash flow requirements, as well as manpower, equipment or 

material needs etc.  

 

4D BIM Model – BIM model, usually formed in BIM Analysis tool software, by integrating 3D BIM model 

with the construction schedule by linking specific BIM elements to the corresponding construction 

schedule tasks. It allows generating 4D Construction simulation which represents the planned 

construction methodology, but also the tracking of the construction process by inputting the on-site 

progress data.   

Geometric attributes – Data that describe the 3D model's geometry. Geometric together with non-

geometric attributes define the BIM model. 

Hard Clash – Detects cases where the elements physically look side by side by actually break through.  

IFC2x3, IFC4 (Industry Foundation Classes) – Basic industrial classes for the exchange of data in the 

field of construction and facility management. IFC file format represents an open file format used by 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) programs which contains a model of a building or facility, 

including spatial elements, materials, and shapes, and which can be shared between various BIM 

software. 

LOD (Level of Development) – The Level of Development is a reference that enables practitioners in 

the AEC Industry to specify and articulate with a high level of clarity the content and reliability of 

Building Information Models (BIMs) at various stages in the design and construction process. It defines 

and illustrates characteristics of model elements of different building systems at different Levels of 

Development. 

Masterformat – A standard used for organizing specifications and other written information for 

building projects in North America. 

Methodology – Is a construction methodology within the Bexel Manager created based on the 

structure of works and the positions of selected classification, based on which a schedule can be 

created. 

Plan – A plan describes a maintenance position like, for example, monthly elevator checks within the 

Facility Maintenance module. 

Quantity takeoff – A custom, model-based takeoff by various criteria.  

Quantity takeoff template – is a template of a custom, model-based takeoff by various criteria, which 

can be exported to various projects.  

Selection set – A group of elements, crated by various criteria or manually using different tools like 

Navigation Regime or Selection Regime tool.  

6D BIM Model – BIM model, usually formed in BIM Analysis tool software by integrating as-built 

documentation as well as all documentation needed to support facility management.   

Smart Selection set – A group of model elements created based on defined rules.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building
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Soft Clash (Clearance) – Detects the distance between the individual elements of the system that is 

not large enough and exceeds the allowed tolerance. 

3D BIM Model – 3D model consisted of BIM elements, which serves as the basis for generating all 

visualizations, animations and analyzes such as synchronization and coordination of all types of 

construction works, quantity takeoff and bill of quantities of works, generating 4D and 5D building 

simulations, monitoring construction, maintenance of the building, and more. 

Uniformat – A standard used for classifying building specifications, cost estimating, and cost analysis 

in North America.  

Zone – A zone within the Schedule Editor module represents a level in the schedule and consist form 

zone objects, for example, buildings, categories, families, selection sets, etc.  

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_estimate
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